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Abstract

Members of a hierarchy of integrable nonlinear evolution equations are applied

problem in solidification and various problems in surface redistribution of cr
materials.

The members of the hierarchy are related to the well known linearizable diffu-

sion equation which has the diffusivity form as the reciprocal of the square o

concentration. We find that any linear combination of members of the hierarchy

linearizable and the evolution equations formed represent a rotation of the di
potential modelled by the linear equation.
The base member of the hierarchy is employed to obtain an analytic solution

describing the temperature distribution and position of any number of phase bo
aries as a material cools on an effectively semi-infinite base material. Each

is initially homogeneous and at a uniform temperature. The solution method may

incorporate any materials with temperature dependent thermal properties undergoing any number of phase changes. As an example, we incorporate transitions
through five phases of iron with nonlinear heat conduction, as the iron cools
copper base.
We adapt various other members to derive a new integrable nonlinear equation

which models the surface evolution of an arbitrarily oriented theoretical anis

material by the concomitant action of evaporation-condensation and surface dif
sion. This theoretical anisotropic material behaves like a liquid crystal and

the same constitutive relations as those of the constant coefficient linear eq
used in the small slope approximation for isotropic materials.
The integrable nonlinear equation may be used to advantage as test cases for

numerical schemes. Its form has many attributes of the nonlinear governing equation
for an isotropic material.

Closed form solutions are constructed, where the theoretical anisotropic mater

may be arbitrarily oriented, for the evolution of a ramped surface by concomit

evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion, and the development of a singl
symmetric grain boundary groove by surface diffusion.

The solution for the ramped surface showed, unlike the solution when the small

slope approximation is assumed, that a vertical tangent may develop for the ca
where the initial inclination is large.
In the development of a single symmetric grain boundary groove by surface

diffusion, the theoretical anisotropic material has a well defined solution ev

the limiting case of a groove which has a root that is vertical and it is foun

case that the groove growth rate is finite. As an isotropic material is a spec

of a liquid crystal, then it is proposed that the groove growth rate for an is
material is finite also.

Lastly, by a novel application of the new integrable nonlinear equation, we de

rive a solution for the development of a single symmetric grain boundary groov

by surface diffusion for an isotropic material. A solution is achieved by part

ing the surface into subintervals delimited by lines of constant slope. Within

subinterval, the advance of the surface is described by the new integrable evo

equation. The model is capable of incorporating the actual nonlinearity arbitr

closely. The surface profile is determined for various values of the central g

slope including the limiting case of a groove which has a root that is vertica
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In this thesis we consider a problem in solidification and various problems in
redistribution of crystalline materials.
Whenever a material changes state from solid to liquid, liquid to gas or one

crystalline state to another, additional heat, above the amount needed to simpl
satisfy the heat capacity of the material, is required to overcome the binding
that maintain the solid or liquid structure, or rearrange the crystal lattice.

absorption, or emission, of heat is expected as a material changes from one sta

to another. This energy is referred to as latent heat. Additionally, a change i

state is usually accompanied by marked changes in thermophysical properties. Fo
mathematical formulation, these phenomena introduce complications because the

discontinuities at the phase change temperatures necessitate the tracking of p
change fronts as part of the problem.

The simplest explicitly solvable phase change problem is the melting of a semi-

infinite slab, initially just below the melting temperature, with a constant im

temperature at the exposed face. The interface is assumed locally planar and th
thermophysical properties are constant. This problem admits a similarity (self

ilar) solution such that the position of the moving boundary is proportional t
square root of time. Phase change problems which have one or more moving-free

boundaries are usually termed Stefan problems, after Josef Stefan (1835-1893) w

1
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posed and solved a number of problems similar to the one just mentioned.

In the first part of this thesis, we consider a further Stefan problem. We der

an explicit solution to the problem of determining the temperature distributio

position of any number of phase boundaries as a semi-infinite material solidif

semi-infinite base material. Both materials may change phase an arbitrary numb
of times where each phase may have distinct thermal properties which may vary
with temperature.
Thus, the solution may model any material with temperature dependent thermal

properties! We demonstrate this by incorporating transitions through five phas
iron with nonlinear heat conduction, as the iron cools on a copper base.
We detail the solution in Chapter 2. The remaining chapters are devoted to
surface redistribution due to capillarity.
The shape of a heated crystal will tend to an equilibrium configuration which

has a minimum surface energy. If the surface tension, denoted 7, is independen

orientation, the condition of equilibrium is one of minimum surface area so th

the absence of rigid boundaries, the equilibrium shape is spherical. For examp

is true of interfaces between simple liquids and gases. However, if 7 has sign

variation with orientation, as is the case in crystalline materials, preferenc

given to surfaces of low energy with the resulting equilibrium shape being pol
Relaxation of the surface may occur by a number of mechanisms: surface dif-

fusion, volume or bulk diffusion, evaporation-condensation and viscous flow. T

contribution each process makes to the rate of redistribution is highly depend

upon the environment and under certain conditions some of the processes may be

inoperative. We consider the case when evaporation-condensation and surface di
fusion are dominant.

We derive a new integrable nonlinear equation which models the surface evoluti
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of an arbitrarily oriented theoretical anisotropic material by the concomitant

of evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion. We show that this theoretica

anisotropic material behaves like a liquid crystal and shares the same constitu

relations as those of the constant coefficient linear equation used in the smal
approximation for isotropic materials.
Closed form solutions are constructed for the evolution of a ramped surface by

concomitant evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion, and the development
of a single symmetric grain boundary groove by surface diffusion.

It is discovered that a finite groove growth rate exists for a groove which has
- groove root that is vertical.
Finally, the integrable nonlinear equation is employed to construct a solution

the development of a single symmetric grain boundary groove by surface diffusio
for an isotropic material.
The problems considered are quite varied in complexity. The Stefan problem

possesses second order nonlinear governing equations with moving-free boundarie

the surface redistribution problems for our theoretical liquid crystal, have no

ear governing equations with fourth and/or second order terms, and the grooving

problem for an isotropic material, we solve by introducing moving-free boundari

as in the Stefan problem. A common feature that ties these problems together is

that we apply governing equations that come from a hierarchy of nonlinear evolu

tion equations that are linearizable. We then solve each of the problems by rel
mathematical solution techniques.
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1.1 An integrable hierarchy of evolution equations

Integrable partial differential equations which possess an infinite chain of Li

lund symmetries of arbitrarily high order are, in practice, transformable to li

equations, either directly by a change of variables, or indirectly by the inver

ing transform (Fokas [39], Bluman & Kumei [14], Mikhailov et al. [86], Broadbr

Sz Godfrey [25]). If A is a symmetry recursion operator for the class of evolut
equations:
ut = K(t, x, u, «1} , un), (1.1)

where Uj = d^u(x, i)/dx\ then we may construct a hierarchy of evolution equati
ut = AiK, * = 0,1,... (1.2)
each of which preserves the flow of (1.1) (Olver [103]).

We consider an hierarchy of higher order evolution equations related to an old

favorite integrable nonlinear diffusion equation ([129, 40, 77, 78, 13, 109, 11
111, 112,21, 116, 22,26]):

et = ^[er2©*] (i.3)

Equation (1.3) has Lie-Backlund symmetries (Bluman h Kumei [13]), in infinitesim
form:
tm = t + e 0, = 0 + eA"^-[0-20,] + 0(e2), (1.4)
ox
where A is the symmetry recursion operator:

A = -o0-'/. (1.5)

The hierarchy of evolution equations has the form:

e, = A"^[0-20J
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§-[0- 2 0J forn = 0,
=

(1.6)

<

-l9_
1
dx

0-l9_ o[0- 3 0 x ]
U

(frofe-

dx

for n = 1,2,....

Equation (1.3) transforms directly to the linear diffusion equation. One choice of
linearizing transformation is a form of hodograph transformation (Clarkson et al.
[32], Galaktionov et al [41]):
x = U(T, Z),

0 = (u,)-\

t = T.

(1.7)

Applying the chain rule when differentiating (1.7b) by x and by t, we derive respectively:
dz

( W A

dz

( W
—

= \uz)

and — = uT[uz) .

The chain rule then yields:

Yx = M

Tt=Yr-u^Uz) Tz-

a?

(1.8)

Substituting (1.7a) into (1.8) bears:

de
dx

d2u
= -K) dz2
2
xd u
2
= ~0 K) dz2
-3

(1.9)

and
3Q
dt

=

d2 u
, x r.d2u
~{uz)
+ uT{uz)~ dz2
dzdt
-2

- .-it
« 2 z K W ')•
dz

Finally, substituting (1.8a), (1.9)—(1.10) into (1.3) gives the desired result:

Mr

=

U„.

(1.10)
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Subsequently, the infinity of flows (1.6) which preserve the flow of (1.3) ensure

the higher order nonlinear evolution equations (1.6) transform to linear equations

Not only are each of the members of the hierarchy (1.6) linearizable, we also have
the surprising result that any linear combination of the members of the hierarchy
are linearizable!
Proposition 1 The nonlinear equation:

dx

0, = 9o(t)^[0-20,] + E ^ ) ^ o

r

0"30

(1.11)

where q,- are arbitrary functions of t, is linearized by the transformation (1-7).
PROOF: Substituting (1.8a), (1.9)-(1.10) into (1.11) and noting that 0 = (u,)"1,
implies:
d _ d n _d_ d*~l
-U/^K(«

2

) *) = -qo{r)uzx—(uzluzz)

-Y,qi{j)uzx—

o u ,

1

^

and the linear equation follows:
n Qi+2

"T=£<Z;(T)—^/.
»=0

uz

In the following chapters, we show how various members of the hierarchy (1-11)

represent physically meaningful governing equations to yield new solutions for the
problems considered.
As an aside, the class of equations (1.11) may be derived by an alternative means.
Consider the linear evolution equation of arbitrary order:

We show in Appendix A, that the invertible rotation transformation:

x = a1x1-b1yx, y = l^x-i + axyx, t-r, (1.13)
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where af + b\ = 1, yields the nonlinear equation:
j-i

1

(ai + hyx)- —

° [(«i + ^ly*)"3?/**] •
(1.14)

Equation (1.11) then follows from the potential:

at-Qdx. (1.15)

So, we have the remarkable result that the widely applicable nonlinear diffusi

equation (1.3) represents a simple rotation of the diffusion potential modelle

linear equation! In other words, a boundary value problem for (1.11) is equiva

to a boundary value problem for the linear equation (1.12) with an appropriate

rotation of the boundary conditions. Our work on surface redistribution in Cha

suggested this effect. It is not obvious from the previous applications of the

equation (1.3) because y is not a space coordinate as in surface redistributio

rather an abstract quantity, such as the integral of temperature as in Storm [1

Chapter 2
A multiphase Stefan problem
Many products of contemporary technology consist of components which undergo

solidification and/or heat treatment in some part of their manufacture. Implici

in solidification is a moving-free boundary between the liquid and solid phases

Amongst the investigations in phase change phenomena, the mathematical modellin
of heat flow and the position of the moving boundary during solidification, or

broadly, heat and mass diffusion for phase change processes, has indeed attract
much attention. Tarzia [140] published a bibliography on moving-free boundary

problems for the heat-diffusion equation in 1988 which lists 2528 entries! Howe

despite the multitude of investigations on such processes, relatively few expli

solutions in closed form exist and many of their solutions assume that the heat

concentration diffusivity is constant within any phases present. Here, we consi

further solidification problem which incorporates general nonlinear heat conduc

Whenever a material can exist both as a crystalline solid and as a liquid, ther

is a temperature, Tm, above which the liquid only is the stable form of the mat

and another temperature, Ts (< Tm), for which solid only is stable. Depending up

the material and the particular physical circumstances, both solid and liquid m
coexist in the temperature range Ts to Tm with more of the liquid transforming

solid as the temperature decreases through this range. This is usual for most a
but for elements and certain compounds Ts = Tm, so either liquid only or solid
8
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only exist at any particular temperature. The process in which a solid grows at

expense of the liquid with which it is in contact is called solidification. Mel
the reverse process.

Solid and liquid phases differ significantly in their atomic structure. The liq
has a disordered arrangement of atoms with no long-range order, i.e. no regular

array which repeats periodically in three dimensions; the solid is a three dime

array of atoms with almost perfect long-range order. In a solid the atoms oscil

about fixed positions, while in a liquid, the atoms or molecules are free to mov
among one another. The energy associated with this movement or vibration, is

called heat or thermal energy and the amount of this energy that a unit quantity

of material holds, measured at a particular temperature, is called the heat cap

The internal energy of the disordered liquid must be higher than that of a soli
before a solid can melt, additional heat must be supplied to disperse the long

order that maintains its solid structure. Thus, emission or absorption of heat i

expected as the material changes from one phase to another. This energy is refe
to as latent heat, L, of fusion.
Melting or freezing then represents a major restructuring of the atoms or mole-

cules of the material and the accompanying change in entropy by the rearrangeme

of the atoms symbolizes a first-order phase transition (see Callen [28]). Firstphase transitions may occur in the solid state as well. Examples are allotropic
elements and many alloys. The change in entropy upon reordering of the atomic

array from one crystal structure to another also gives rise to emission or abso

of heat, although, the latent heat (per unit volume) is much less than that of t
solid-liquid transition.

The formation of a crystal from the liquid melt requires a local ordering of the

liquid. Once a particle is formed, the solid-liquid interface produces a positi
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energy which initially leads to an increase in the free energy associated with

particle, however, this is countered by the decrease in the volume free-energy

surface area and volume considerations, the total change in free energy will s

maximum for some critical radius. If a particle's radius is greater than the c

value, then the total free-energy is decreasing and the particle will continue
Particles smaller than the critical radius will tend to disappear. The change

energy due to the formation of the solid-liquid interface is relatively indepe

of temperature, however, the decrease in free energy per unit volume is greate

the lower the temperature. Thus the size of the critical radius decreases as t
temperature decreases. Below, but near the melting point, the critical radius

infinite, however, as the temperature progressively lowers, a point is reached

the critical radius is sufficiently small for a nucleus to be stable and grow.

where freezing begins at some temperature that is lower than the accepted free

temperature is called supercooling or undercooling. In pure metals, supercooli

very large, ~ 0.2 xmelting temperature. In commercial practice, however, signi
supercooling is uncommon because there are usually sufficient foreign objects

cause an alternative form of nucleation to occur, called heterogeneous nucleat

Superheating of crystalline solids is, however, not usually observed. For furt
information on nucleation, may we refer the reader to Christian [31].
The zone between the solid and liquid phases, where solid and liquid coexist,

known as the interface. Depending upon the material, cooling rate, surface ten

and the temperature gradient in the liquid, this zone may vary in thickness fr
several atomic diameters to several centimeters. Most pure elements typically
hibit a planar (locally) solidification front with an interface of negligible

however, interfaces of substantial thickness, called "mushy zones" may occur. A

loys, through constitutional supercooling, typically form mushy zones of subst

A multiphase Stefan problem
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thickness and these zones usually have a complex microstructure.
Most thermophysical properties of a material vary smoothly with temperature

within the temperature range of each phase and have more or less sudden change

at the phase change temperature, particularly between solid and liquid. The ef

fects of these thermophysical properties complicate the formulation of mathema

problems because they introduce governing equations which are nonlinear and th

discontinuities at the phase change temperatures necessitate the tracking of p

change fronts as part of the problem. An excellent introduction to the mathema

modelling of melting and freezing processes is given by Alexiades & Solomon [2

The simplest explicitly solvable phase change problem is the melting of a semi

infinite slab, initially just below the melting temperature, with a constant i

temperature at the exposed face. The interface is assumed locally planar and s

and the thermophysical properties, including the density, are constant. This pr

lem admits a similarity solution such that the position of the moving boundary

varies as the square root of time and the constant of proportionality is deter

from a certain transcendental equation. This is known as a classical one-phase

Stefan problem, named after Josef Stefan (1835-1893) who posed and solved a nu

ber of problems similar to the one just mentioned [125, 126, 127, 128]. Nowada

the solutions utilized by Stefan are usually credited to Franz Neumann, as giv

unpublished lectures delivered in Konigsberg in the early 1860's (Weber [147]).

ever, any phase change problems with moving-free boundaries are usually termed
Stefan problems.

Neumann's solutions and various extensions, despite one hundred years of math-

ematical research on Stefan problems, remain prominent among the physically in

esting exact solutions (Hill [59]). The essence of Neumann's similarity solutio

been utilized for multiphase solidification (Weiner [148], Tien [142], Tao[134])
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eluding solidification upon a base material (Weiner [148]), single phase and tw

Stefan problems with temperature dependent thermal properties (Rogers [111, 11

Hill & Hart [58], Broadbridge et al. [27]), single and multiphase Stefan proble

with arbitrary initial conditions (Tao [133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138]) and rad

boundary conditions (Tao [139]). Density changes between phases have been incor
porated by Wilson [150].
We consider a further extension of the classical Neumann solution and derive

an explicit solution to the problem of determining the temperature distributio

position of any number of phase boundaries as a semi-infinite material solidif
on a semi-infinite base material. Like the multiphase problem solved by Weiner
[148], both materials may change phase an arbitrary number of times with the
number of phase changes in the solidifying material not necessarily being the

as the number in the base material. However, each phase may have distinct therm

properties which may vary with temperature. Each phase change occurs isotherma
and may be accompanied by the emission or absorption of heat. Each material is

initially homogeneous and at a uniform temperature and the density of each mat
is assumed to be constant.
In the solution method we may incorporate general nonlinear heat conduction

in either material! We demonstrate this by incorporating transitions through fi

phases of iron with nonlinear heat conduction, as the iron cools on a copper ba

For further general and specific reading concerning the formulation, existence,

uniqueness, weak formulations, numerical and perturbation methods for Stefan pr

lems, may we refer the reader to Bankoff [7], Hill [59], Meirmanov [85], Ockend
& Hodgkins [101], Rubinstein [114] and Wilson et al. [149].
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2.1 Formulation of the Problem

Following the notation of Weiner [148], a solidifying material, say material 1,

pying the region x > 0 abuts another material, say material 2, occupying the r
x < 0. There is continuity of temperature and continuity of heat flux between

materials. Both materials are originally homogeneous and at uniform temperatur
Tm for material 1 and T_n (< Tm) for material 2. Each material may exist in a
number of phases with each phase having distinct thermal properties which may
vary with temperature.
At the commencement of solidification, for a time interval 0 < t < tf, the
temperature T0 at x = 0 will be within the temperature range for one phase of

material 1 and for another phase of material 2. There are then say m phases in
material 1 and n phases in material 2 (it is shown later that the temperature
is constant). We denote the phase change temperatures as 7}; i = l,...,ra — 1

for material 1 and Tj-; j = —1,..., — n + 1 for material 2. Variables with a posi

subscript will pertain to the solidifying material and a negative subscript wi
to the base material.
Hence, for 0 < t < tf and temperatures T^x < u,- < T,-; i = l,...,m [Tj <
Uj < Tj+1; j = — 1,...,— n], material 1 [2] exists in m [n] phases with thermal conductivity Ki(u{); i = —n,..., —1,1,... ,m and volumetric heat capacity
Ci(ui); i = -n,..., -1,1,..., m.

At each interface x = ?/,(i); i = — n -f 1,..., — 1,1,..., m — 1 separating pha
from phase i + sgn(z), there is the Stefan condition:
K(„\dui K (,, x^fi+s^x(i)

T

dy{ .

^ '~dx ~ jft-t'+sgn(l')(Wi+sgn(0)

Q^~- = ^"^"J

where sgn(z) = \z\z~1 = 1 when z > 0 or — 1 when z < 0, and

V-1)
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Li; i = —n + 1,...,— 1,1,..., m — 1 are the volumetric latent heat of phase change

from phase i + sgn(i) to i. We choose Li to be positive in sign when latent heat i
emitted. The governing equations for the temperature in each phase are:
du{ , ydui

d

vM-df = Tx

Ki(Ui)

dX

|y«-sgn(i)l < \x\ < |y»i» i = -n,...,-l,l,...,m,

,

(2.2)
with continuity of temperature at each phase boundary:
i(yi,t) = Ti, * = ~n-> • • •,• •-1,1,
•
m • •(2.3)

u

ui{yi-sgn(i),i) = 2i-sgn(t)>

J

and continuity of flux between the materials:
(2.4)

^1(Wl)-^ = ^-1(u_1)-^ at x
The initial conditions are:
limum

=

Tm: x>0,

limu_ n = r_ n , x<0

f->0

(2.5)

<->o

and #(0) =

0, t = - n + 1,... ,-1,1, • • • , m - 1.

(2.6)

For conciseness, the symbols y0, ym and y_n are used for the boundaries at x = 0,
oo and -co respectively and the symbols f(ym) and /(y_n) represent lirna._>eo /(x)
and lim^-oo /(x) respectively.
We nondimensionalize equations (2.1)-(2.6) as:

*d<
K,
A„*
dx* *dx*

.dut d
C:
1
fU*
dt*

\yts^)\
du*

< 1*1 < Ml

i = -rc,...,-u,...,m,

d<+sgn(i) _ j M

dx*

_

„

X"

for i = — n + 1,... ,—1,1,... , m — 1,
KiyU^X)
-sgn(t')

^.M

(2.7)

=

^sgn(0>

= Kl*k at

«?«,**) = z?,

,-

= 0

(2.8)

^-n,...,-l,l,...,m,(2.9)
(2.10)
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and initial conditions:

lim u*m = 1, x* > 0, lim u* =0, x* < 0 (2.11)

andy;(0) = 0, i = -n + 1,..., -1,1,... ,m - 1, (2.12)

where u* = (w,—T_n)/(Tm— T_n); i = —n,..., —1,1,..., m are scaled temperatures,
K*(u*) = Ki{ui)IKQ) i = —n,..., —1,1,..., m are scaled thermal conductivities,
c

i(ui)

= c

t(wt)/co; i — —n,..., —1,1,...,m are scaled volumetric heat capacities,

=

y«"W(co/(^o^))1/2; * = —n + 1,..., —1,1,..., m - 1 are scaled positions

!£(**)
A _ ^^ A __

of the interfaces between phases, L* = L*L0/(co(Tm — T_ n )), L* = Li/L0; i —
—n+1, ...,—1,1,..., m—1 are scaled volumetric latent heats, T* = (Ti—T-n)/(Tm —

T_n); i = —n, ...,—1,1,...,77i are scaled temperatures at boundaries and interf

x* = x(co/(K0ts)y'2 is scaled length and t* = t/ts is scaled time. K0, CQ, L0 and
are scales for the thermal conductivity, volumetric heat capacity, volumetric
heat and time respectively.

Following the notation of Broadbridge, Tritscher and Avagliano [27], consider a
transformation by Kirchhoff [73]:

ru = P K*i(u) du= I ' A(0) dS, i = -n,..., -1,1,... ,m, (2.13)
JVi

Ju>i

where 0,- = $Q{ c*(u)du is the heat density and Di = K*/c* is the heat diffusiv
Vi are arbitrary constants and w,- = J0V' c*(u) du.

Assume that in each phase the diffusivity is of the form of the i = 0 member of
the linearizable equation (1.11):

D{ = oitfi - Oi)-2, OH > 0. (2.14)

The one dimensional diffusion equation with this class of diffusivity was solv

Fujita [40] subject to concentration boundary conditions and by Knight [77, 78]
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with arbitrary initial conditions and a flux boundary condition. The Kirchhoff
transformation then yields:
rji = ai/{Pi - 0,-) - ^1 {fii - Ui), (2.15)
in terms of which, the thermal diffusivity is:
Di = a2(bi-Vi)2, (2.16)
-f In

where at- = a,-

and 6t- = — a,-/(/?,• — a;,).

Equations (2.7) transform to:
|p = a?(6,. - rji)2^, \ylsga{i)\ < |x*| < |y*|, i = -n,... ,-1,1,... ,m. (2.17)

Choosing the lower limit of integration in the Kirchhoff integral variables as u

T*_ /•) for i = —n,..., —2,2,..., m and t>_i = vx (with common value t;0 say), the
equations (2.8)-(2.11) transform to:
H H&&L = vfA at x* = y*,; = -n + l,...,-l,l,...,m-l,(2.18)
ax*
ax*
ai*
^«(^-sgn(l)^*)) = ViPT-wV)) = °' »' = -n,...,-2,2,...,m, (2.19)
fc«(yM*)) = Vi(Tn = Ti: i = -n,...,-l,l,...,m, (2.20)
9r7i
dx*

5r7_
- at x* = 0,
<9x*

(2.21)

T/XK) = 17-1 («*i) at x* = 0, (2.22)
with initial conditions:
lim r/m =Tm, x* > 0 and lim 77_n = 71n, x* < 0. (2.23)

2.2 Solution
Though the hodograph transformation (1.7) gives a means of transforming (2.17)
to linear form, a linearization procedure derived by Knight [77], who modified a
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transformation of Storm [129], is more convenient for the boundary conditions. The
transformation:
rx*

Xi =

y.

a^fr-in)

x

dx*,

e' = -n,...,-l,l,...,m,

(2.24)

r = t\ (2.25)
yields the linear equations:

0 < sgn(-t"2?;)x,- < sgn(-tl><)5t-(r) for i = -n + 1,..., -1,1,..., m - 1
and 0 < sgn(—iD'^Xi < oo for i = —n, m, (2.26)
where Ri(r) is the value of the flux at the phase boundary x* = y*_sgn(;\:
/fc(r) = -

dx*

, i = —n,..., —1,1,... , m

(2.27)

and 5!i(r) denotes the phase boundary x* = y* in terms of the transformed coordinates:
dx*, t = - n + l,...,-l,l,...,m-l.
y

(2.28)

i-sgn(i)

W e note that the sign of Xi is dependent upon whether the thermal diffusivity Di is

a decreasing or an increasing function of temperature (Broadbridge and Banks [24]).
Details of the transformation are shown in Appendix B.
In order to proceed further we need explicit functional forms for Ri(r), Si(r),
the thermal densities 77t-(w*(0,f)), i = —1,1 and y*. These'functional forms, in
fact follow from the scaling invariance of the governing equations and boundary
conditions.
The whole boundary value problem (2.12), (2.17)-(2.23) is invariant under the
scaling group:
77* = rji, x* = exp(e) x*, t\ = exp(2e) f,
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where e is the real valued Lie group parameter (e.g. see Hill [60]). The invari

the group are functions of 77,- and x*f-1/2. Therefore, we adopt self-similar so
of the form:
r]i = hi(0 with £ = ****"1/2, ; = -n,...,-l,l,...,m. (2.29)

From the form of the similarity solution, planes of constant temperature are l

where x*£*-1'2 = £ (constant). This implies that the interfaces between phases m
as:
*/,*(**) = <M*1/2> i = -n + l,...,-l,l,...,m-l, (2.30)

where the £»• are constants. As we shall demonstrate, the nonlinear Stefan prob

does have an exact solution in which the free boundaries satisfy equation (2.30

Since a well-posed Stefan problem leads to a unique position of the free bounda

equation (2.30) is an inviolable law, rather than just a convenient assumption.
The invariance implies that the thermal densities 77;(w*(0,£*)), i = —1,1 are
constant, which implies that the temperature TQ at x* = 0 is constant, just as

related linear problem [148]. This property rests on the assumption of ideal un

initial conditions and on ideal thermal contact between the two materials. If w

choose TQ as the lower limit of integration in the Kirchhoff integral variable
phases adjoining the boundary between the materials, the boundary equations at

x* = 0 are simplified. The unknown temperature TQ then appears in the definitio

of the value of the Kirchhoff variable at the boundaries x* = y* ; i = —1,1. Th

thermal boundary conditions at x* = 0 and x* = y*; i — —1,1 are then respective

r}i(uK0,t*)) = Vi(T*) = 0 and *•(«?(#,**)) =

Vi(T?)

= %, i = -1,1. (2.31)

The flux Ri(r) takes the explicit form:
drji
Ri(r)

dx*

= -HT-1'2

(2.32)
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where 7,-

=

19

dm
,
dC £—^i-sgn(>)

i = —n,...,—1,1,... , m and £0 = 0,

and, as detailed in Appendix C, the phase boundaries 5,-(r) in terms of the n
length coordinate may be expressed as:

S{(T)

2(At- - \i)TXl2, z' = - n + l,...,-l,l,...,m-l,

=

where A; =

and X{ =

(2.33)

at7,+Sgn(t) + [a,-Z* -f at 1(bi - %) x\bil1

(2.34)

arti + (2at-&i) ^-sgn(t)

(2.35)

Equations (2.26) m a y now take the canonical form:

% = If

+ AlT 1/2

^' °< ssnHA-)xt- < sgnHA')2(At- - \y

"

for i = —n + 1,..., —1,1,... ,m — 1

and 0 < sgn(—iD[)xi < 00 for i = —n, m.

(2.36)

W e now have the parameters £,-, 7^, and TQ to be determined rather than the arbi-

trary functions y*, 7/t(«*(0,t*)); i = —1,1, Ri(r) and Si(r). The boundary cond
tions remain linear. Equations (2.18)-(2.21), (2.23) and (2.31) transform to:

- 1 %

a

i 1(bi ~ Vi)

dXi

Xi=2(A,-A0ri/2

-1
(•>
\-l VVi+sgajt)
n
t+sgn(t)V°*'+sgn(i) ~ Vi+sgn(i))
o~
t,
At+sgn(t)

= JL*5i(4r)-1/2

a

Xi+sgn(i)=°

for i = — n -\-1,..., —1,1,... ,m — 1,

77; = 0

at

77; = 7^ at

Xi

Xi

=

0, » = - n , ...,-l,l,...,m,

=

2(At- - \i)TXl2

(2.37)

(2.38)

for i = -n + 1,..., -1,1,..., m - 1, (2.39)
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as Xi

x - l ^ l

<h (61-171)

^
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sgn(—z'.D,')oo, i = —n,m,

(2.40)

-1 &7-1
a.^ft-i - 77_a)-

(2.41)
d*-] x-i=o

xi =0

and initial conditions:

]imnm = Tm, sgn(-iD'm)xm > 0 and lim77_„
T—+0

T_n, sgn(-iD'_n)x-n < 0.

T—1-0

(2.42)
The boundary value problem (2.36)-(2.42) is invariant under the scaling group:

V* = Vi, X* - exp(e) Xi, n = exp(2e) r.

. The invariants are functions of 77,- and XiT~X^2- Assuming similarity sol
9i{h) = Vi/Ti with fa = Xi(4r)~1/2 -f A,-, i = -n,..., -1,1,... ,m, (2.43)
equations (2.36), (2.38)-(2.40) and (2.42) reduce to:

g'Kfo) + 2^(^) = 0, sgn(-^)A,-< sgn(-^)^ < sgn(-^')Ai
for i = — n + 1,..., —1,1,... ,m — 1
and sgn(—iD|)At- < sgn(—t\Dj)& < 00 for * = —n,m,

(2.44)

gi{<f>i)

=

0 at (j)i = \i, i = -n,...,-l,l,...,m,

(2.45)

gi((f>i)

=

1 at & = A{, i = -n + 1,..., -1,1,..., m - 1 (2.46)

and #;(&) -» 1 as & —> sgn(—iDj)oo, i = —n,m.

(2.47)

The flux may be expressed as:

dm

~to?= -aTl[hi -^(^)]- 1 ^'(^)(4r)- 1 / 2 .

(2.48)

Then, comparing (2.32) and (2.48), we deduce:
a71[bi-Ti9i(<t>i)]~1Ti9i(<l>i) = H

at fa = At-, i = -n,..., -1,1,... ,m

(2
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and from the continuity of flux between the materials, equation (2.41), we have:
7i=7-i- (2.50)
The Stefan condition boundary equations (2.37) take the form:
a?% ~ %g$~XTig'i = 27M-Sgn(i) + L*8i at fa = A,-, i = -n +1,..., -1,1,..., m -1.
(2.51)
Equations (2.44)-(2.47) yield solutions:
II \ exifa—eri\i . . ,
for i = —n,m (2.52)
PT*T tfT? • f^TT A •

andy t (&) =

erf A'.

- erf A -' s S n H A ' ) A ; < s g n ( - t £ t % < s g n ( - ^ ) A i

for z' = -n + l,...,-l,l,...,m-l. (2.53)
Here, erf(z) = 27T-1/2 JQ exp(—w2) dw is the error function.
However, as in the classical Stefan problem of a two phase system, the coeffi-

cients in the solution are determined by solving transcendental equations. The fl
boundary equations (2.49) and (2.51) yield:
^exp(-A?)
=
aibi7cV2[sgn{-iD<) - eiiXi]

7i, i = —n,m,

(2.54)

Tjexp(-X2)
= 7i, i = -n + 1,.. .,-1,1,. ..,m - 1 (2.55)
aibiTr1/2^ At- — erf A,-]
7iexp(—A 2 )
md
fl,.(«t-7J)TV2[erfA<-erfAi-]

=

.
*+-"*> + M / 2

for z = — n -f- 1,... ,—1,1,. ..,m — 1. (2.56)

Now, 7J and 6,- may be eliminated from (2.54)-(2.56). This choice leads to a syste
of equations which have a direct solution procedure. Eliminating 6{ from (2.34),
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(2.35) and solving for 7,- gives:

7i = {a,-sgn(0(^-sgn(«) ~ ^-sgn(»))(At-sgn(i) ~ ^taAa,-Sgn(t)4*-sgn(i)) ~ ^ik}
•*• {a.2-sgn(,)(&»-sgn(») - 7J_Bgn(t-))(l - a2biL*_sgn^) - at26i]
for i = -n, ...,-2,2, ...,m (2.57)
and
7, = — fori = -1,1. (2.58)
ai

Then substituting (2.57) into (2.35) and solving for £,• yields:
Si = 2a,+Sgn(,)&i+Sgn(l)Ai+sgn(,) — 2at+sgn(l)6J+sgn(i)
X |(Ai — ai+Sgn(»)0f+sgii(t)fl*-^t'^t+sgn(i))a«(0» — ^i) — a»+sgn(t)Dt+sgn(t)Ai+Sgn(t')j
•T- {<*?(&,• - Ti)(l - a2+sea(i)bi+Sgn(i)L*) - a2+Sgn(;)&;+sgn(;)}

for i = -n + l,...,-l,l,...,m-l. (2.59)

Finally, equations (2.57)-(2.59) are substituted into (2.54)-(2.56) and the resulta
algebraically rearranged to form the system of equations:
0 = 7^-al-6i7r1/2exp(A2)(sgn(-z'^)-erfAi)

x |«i-sgn(t)(^t-sgn(t) — ^i-sgn(t))(At_sgn(i) — Xiaibiai-sga(i)Li_sgn^) — Xiaibij
+ {a2-sgn(t)(&»'-sgn(t) ~ ^-sgn(0)(l ~ <*?k;£*_sgn(;)) - ajbij
for i = —n,m, (2.60)

At-+Sgn(i) = Cli(k — 1i)(l — ai+agn(i)bi+sgn(i)L*)hi "J" (at+sgn(t)6t+sgn(i))
- 7^ [a2(bi - 7^)(1 - a?+sgll(1-)&t-+.gn(t)4-) ~ al+sgn(i)bi+sg*(i)}
+ {ai+sgn(i)&i+sgn(oai(&i - Ti)^12 exp A- (erfA,- - erf A,-)}
for % = -n + 1,..., -1,1,..., m - 1, (2.61)
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erf A,- = erf A,- + % {a2_sgn(l)(6,_sgn(l) - ^_sgn(l))(l - a2U*_sgn(i)) - a2b{}
-f |at-6i7r1/2 exp A- [a,-_sgn(i)(A,-_sgn(;) - At-at-6iat-_Bgn(<)Zr*_,gllW)x
(6f-sgn(f) ~ ^i-sgn(i)) _ A,-a,-6,-j J
for i = -n + l,...,-2,2,...,m- 1 and (2.62)
erf A; = erf At- + % -h (&;7T1/2At- exp A2) for i = -1,1. (2.63)

From (2.50) and (2.58):

^ = H (2.64)
ai

a_i

Equations (2.60)-(2.64) form a closed system of 2m + 2n — 1 equations for the

determination of the 2m + 2n — 1 constants A^ ; A; = — n + 1,..., —1,1,..., m — 1
Xj; / = — n,..., —1,1,..., m and TQ , the temperature at x* = 0. T£ defines the
constants 7;, ai, 6t-; i — —1,1 from equations (2.31).
The equations are in a form amenable to a simple bisection numerical scheme

with only two variables to iterate. T£ is chosen as one of the variables to ite

the constants %, a\, b\; I = — 1,1 are defined when TQ is specified. This choic

enables the diffusivity parameters a\, b\; / = — 1,1 of phases / = —1,1 to be a

to closer match the diffusivity of these phases. In practice, as the temperatur

becomes more accurately determined, diffusivity data may be rejected if it fall
outside of the temperatures encountered in these phases. The other variable to

iterate is either Xx or A_x as this specification determines the remaining cons
Ai; i = —n + 1,..., —1,1,... ,m — 1 and A^ ; k = — n,..., —1,2,... ,m or Ajt; k

—n,..., —2,1,..., m. There is a coupled recurrence relation among these constant
by equations (2.61)-(2.63).
The solution is achieved as follows. Consider the case of Xx being chosen as

the other variable to iterate. For each iteration of T£ and each iteration of A
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constants A,-; i = 1,..., m — 1 and A& ; k = 2,..., m are determined fro

(2.63). These values are checked for consistency using equation (2.60). Wh
consistent value of Ai is obtained, then, from (2.64) and (2.61)—(2.63)

constants Aj ; j = —1,..., — n -f 1 and A/; / = —1,..., — n are determined. Fi
the overall consistency is checked using equation (2.60).

The case of A_i as the other variable to iterate is similar to the above
numerical efficiency Ai is chosen if m < n and A_i is chosen if n < m.
To complete the parametric solution, from equations (2.43):

•m = %9i{fa), i = -n,.,.,-l,l,...,m, (2.65)

where the #,- are defined by equations (2.52)-(2.53). The 77,- defined by

inverted when the thermal conductivities are given. The Storm transforma
(2.24)-(2.25) are inverted to obtain:

x* = 2a{ [ bi(fa - X{) + T{ [faerfXi - faerifa + TT"1/2 exp(-A2) - 7T1/2 exp
- [sgn(-zA') ~ erf AJ } t^2 + y*_sgn(i),
sgn(—iD[)Xi < sgn(—iD'Jfa < 00 for i =—n,m, (2.66)

x* = 2a{ { bi(fa - Xi) + % [faexiXi - faerifa + TT"1/2 exp(-A2) - TT"1/2 exp(
-[erfAi-erfAjjr^ + y;.^),
sgni-iD'^Xi < sgni-iD^fa < sgn(-z'^)Atfor i = -n + 1,..., -1,1,..., m - 1, (2.67)

where, from (2.30) and (2.59):

y* = 2ai+sgn(i)&t+sgn(i) {Aj+Sgn(i) — «i+sgn(i) (Ai ~ «j+sgn(i)^'+sgn(i)aiA-Ai+sgn(i)) X

di(bi — %) — o»+sgn(t)&i+sgn(t)At+sgn(t) -i- a2(bi - Ti)(l - ai+sg[l(i)bi+sgn(i)L*)
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~ 4fSgn(i)&.+sgn(,)]} t*1/2 for i = -n + 1,..., -1,1,..., m - 1 (2.68)

are the position of the phase boundaries and y* = 0.

2.3 Two Examples

For illustration purposes, the freezing of pure iron on a pure copper base and t

converse problem of the freezing of pure copper on a pure iron base are conside

The problem of iron solidifying on copper was chosen as iron changes through va
phases during cooling and the thermal properties vary highly near the magnetic
transition. We chose copper as the base material so a large temperature range
is obtained in the solidifying iron. Also, copper is often used as the primary

extraction medium during continuous casting. As we shall see from the solution,

steel-copper interface remains below the melting point of copper, even when the

is no intermediate layer of mould-flux. We use an initial temperature of the li

iron as 1830 K, which is typical for a casting process, and the initial tempera
the copper base is 300 K.
The problem of copper solidifying on iron was chosen to demonstrate a heat
conduction problem in which the base material undergoes phase changes, with absorption of latent heat during its heating. We use the same initial conditions
liquid and solid as in the previous problem.
The phase transition temperatures and the heats of transformation of iron and

of copper are shown in Table 2.1. The phase transition temperatures are taken f

[143] and the volumetric latent heats are calculated using molar latent heats f
[145], and densities (interpolated or extrapolated as required) from [113, 81].

thermal diffusivity of the phases of iron and of copper are shown in Figure 2.1.
The highly varying diffusivity within the magnetic a and non-magnetic a phases
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Phase transition

Temperature

Volumetric latent heat

(K) (J cm"3)
liquid iron to 6 iron 1810 2040
8 iron to 7 iron 1673 83
7 iron to non-magnetic a iron 1183 124
non-magnetic a iron to magnetic a iron 1043 235
liquid copper to solid copper 1356 1630
Table 2.1: Phase transition and heats of transformation for pure iron and pure
copper.

of iron are not of a form which the diffusivity relation (2.16) can accommodate

directly. However, a very close approximation to these forms of diffusivity may

be obtained by fitting piecewise segments of the relation (2.16). This is achie
by introducing, where appropriate, additional fictitious phase changes having
latent heat of transformation. For example, the diffusivity of the magnetic a

is approximated piecewise using five segments of relation (2.16) by introducin

additional fictitious phase changes. A close fit, within the 4% error of measu

is obtained by choosing these phase changes at temperatures of 500 K, 700 K, 90

and 1000 K. See Figure 2.1. A similar procedure is used for the non-magnetic a

7 phases where the diffusivity of each of these phases is approximated piecewi

two segments of relation (2.16). The diffusivity of the solid copper and the li

copper are approximated piecewise using five and two segments of relation (2.1

respectively. See Figure 2.1. We have shown segments of (2.16) fitted piecewise

over the temperature range 300-1900 K, however, during calculation we reject a

segments that fall outside of the actual temperatures encountered in the mater
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The thermal conductivity of the phases of iron and of copper are shown in Figure 2.2. For calculation purposes, the integration of the thermal conductivity
achieved numerically using the trapezoidal rule and linear interpolation where
quired.
The temperature distribution within each phase versus length divided by square

root of time, for the solidification of iron on copper, is shown in Figure 2.3.
temperature at the fixed magnetic-a/copper boundary remains at 785 K, which

is well below the melting point of copper. The coefficients from equations (2.3
describing the position of the phase fronts are, non-magnetic a to magnetic a,
0.96 mm s-1'2; 7 to non-magnetic a, 1.41 mm s-1'2; 8 to 7, 3.39 mm s-1/2 and
liquid to 8, 4.25 mm s_1/2.
The temperature distribution versus length divided by square root of time, for

the solidification of copper on iron, is shown in Figure 2.4. The temperature a

copper/iron boundary is 1336 K. The coefficients from equations (2.30) describi

the position of the phase fronts are, non-magnetic a to magnetic a, —1.10 mm s-1
7 to non-magnetic a, —0.56 mm s-1/2; and liquid to solid copper, 0.83 mm s-1'2.

2.4 Discussion

Equations (2.52)-(2.53) and (2.60)-(2.68) are an exact parametric solution desc

ing the temperature distribution and position of any phase boundaries as a semi

infinite material solidifies on a semi-infinite base material. The solution met
incorporate any material with temperature dependent thermal properties. Hence,

compared to a linear model, our nonlinear model offers a faithful representatio
the thermal properties of real materials. The solution may be used to test the

of numerical schemes to cope with nonlinear thermal properties before such sche
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are applied to three dimensional problems involving complicated geometries.
The solution may be reformulated to include changes in density between phases
by the same procedure as in the linear formulation [150] and, by a suitable change
in terminology, the solution technique may be applied to concentration diffusion
problems of this type.

Chapter 3
Surface redistribution due to
capillarity
The nature of solid or liquid matter is such that it is necessarily bounded by

interface of contact with either a vacuum, gas, liquid or another piece of soli

existence of this interface may influence the physical properties of the materi

any interaction with the environment is through the interface. Thus, many pract

uses of materials depend on the state of the surface and their surface properti

Fundamental to the study of interfaces are the kinetics of morphological change

due to capillarity. Although capillary driving forces appear rather insignifica

on a sufficiently small scale they become dominant and play an important role i
such varied phenomena as the sintering of crystalline powders [38], coarsening

spheroidization of precipitate particles in alloys [31], the growth of grain bo

voids during creep [107], the formation of "island" structures in thin films [98

blunting of field-emission cathodes [97], faceting of high temperature catalyst

the formation of cystallite catalysts [131] and the development of grooves when
boundaries meet a surface [4, 89].
For each of these, the interface will tend to assume a configuration so as to

reduce to a minimum the surface energy. For most solid materials, and particula

crystalline materials, the surface tension, denoted 7, varies with orientation.
33
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variation is sufficiently marked, the equilibrium shape of crystals will be pol

and planar surfaces of certain orientations may be unstable with respect to the
spontaneous decomposition into a surface composed of segments of two or more

orientations, even though this process involves a net increase in the total sur

area. The stability of any particular orientation is most easily determined fro

a polar graph of 7, called the Wulff plot [11], and a "tangent sphere" criterio
developed by Herring [56]. The Wulff plot also yields the equilibrium shape by
procedure known as the Wulff construction [11].
Relaxation of the surface may occur by a number of mechanisms: transport by

surface diffusion along the interface; transport by volume or bulk diffusion ei

by defects in the solid or by solution in the fluid phase; transport by evapora

condensation in a single component system and transport by plastic or viscous f
[79, 55].
Numerous theoretical investigations have been made concerning the kinetics of
relaxation produced by capillarity.
Kuczynski [79] carried out pioneering work on sintering and determined growth
laws for the interface radius for each transport mechanism in the sintering of

to a planar surface and deduced that surface diffusion is dominant for small pa
size. Further innovative work was carried out by Herring [56, 57] who outlined

general procedure for calculating morphological change induced by capillarity a
explicitly related chemical potential and curvature for anisotropic 7.

For materials with isotropic properties, Mullins, co-workers and others [50, 66

72, 91, 95] have derived general solutions for the Cauchy problem of describing
relaxation of a nearly planar surface for each of the transport processes. The

lems were linearized by assuming the slope was everywhere small and invariant f

were calculated that characterize the profile for a point source, an antisymmet
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and a symmetric scratch [95].

Brailsford & Gjostein [19] investigate the influence of surface energy anisotro

on morphological changes occurring by surface diffusion on simply shaped bodies

Approximate solutions describing the relaxation, from an assumed initial circle

the final equilibrium shape are derived. Also, they determine the form of 7 for
stability. They discuss three spatial dimensions.
Furthering work on anisotropic materials, Bonzel & Preuss [15] and Bonzel et

al. [16] consider evolution of periodic profiles for a theoretical material whi

cusp-like anisotropic surface tension. It is shown that relatively planar segme

develop at the cusp orientation in agreement with experiment (Preuss et al. [105
The analysis was carried out by numerical methods.
Fundamental work on grain boundary grooves was performed by Hackney &
Ojard [53], Mullins [89, 90] and Srinivasan & Trivedi [120]. The form that the

grooves assume and various parameters that distinguish among the transport pro-

cesses were found. As in the Cauchy problems, linearized forms of the governing
equations were employed by assuming the slope was everywhere small and only

isotropic materials were treated. However, Broadbridge [23] has given an explic

exact solution for the development of a symmetric grain boundary groove without

the small slope assumption. Vogel k Ratke [146] extended the analysis to includ

material transport by the grain boundary. Ratke k Vogel [106] derived a solutio

the evolution of a grain boundary groove by the combined action of convective a

diffusive mechanisms. Genin et al. [43] determined the profile of a grain bound
groove under lateral stress.
Mullins [88, 90], Hackney [52] and Sanchez k Arzt [115] give qualitative and
quantitative results for grain boundary motion by surface grooves. Srolovitz k
Safran [121, 122] consider capillary instabilities in thin films and determine
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radius below which holes contract.

Ghez [44], Davi k Gurtin [34] and Gurtin [51] have derived general balance laws

for non-stationary interfaces which may be in a state of non-equilibrium. These
results generalize the work of Herring [56, 57] which assumes near-equilibrium
ditions.
Taylor et al. [141] give a review of mathematical methods for the treatment
of geometric models of interface motion. They compare the various methods and

discuss limitations. Additionally, there is a recent review of surface motion b

surface diffusion by Cahn k Taylor [29]. Geometry growth laws for morphological

change are developed from both a physical model and from gradient flows. A surv
of mathematical techniques is given.

Here, we derive a new integrable nonlinear evolution equation which gives scope

to compose closed-form solutions for surface relaxation for a wider range of su
slopes than presently available. Closed-form solutions are constructed for the

tribution of an extended solid surface of a single component system by the conc

tant action of evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion, and the developm
of grain boundary grooves by surface diffusion.

3.1 Governing equations

Where we have only one material species present, the driving force of the evapo

condensation and surface diffusion is due to capillary effects and to surface t

anisotropy. The chemical potential, H{K), of a surface with only one non-zero p
cipal curvature, K, is given by:

p(K) =pv-ri*0 + n (7(0) + ^)«, C3-1)
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where 7(0) is the surface tension dependent on the orientation 0, f2 is the ato

volume, po is, for convenience, the potential at zero curvature and pv is the va

potential, (Herring [56]). We assume that the vacancies are in equilibrium every

where so pv = 0. If p is the vapour pressure, the number of atoms condensing per

unit area per unit time ,Je say, according to the kinetic theory of gases (Kenna
[71]), is:
Je = a(6)(2KfhkT)-1/2p, (3.2)
where a(0) is the condensation coefficient, (< 1) which may be dependent on the
orientation [71, 56], m is the mass of an atom, k is Boltzmann's constant and
T is the absolute temperature. For a segment of surface with curvature K, the

vapour pressure, pK, that would be in equilibrium with this segment is related t
the equilibrium over a flat surface, p0 say, by the Gibbs-Thompson formula:

p-pQ = kTln(pK/p0). (3.3)

If the vapour is dilute so that the mean free path is large compared with the s

asperities, then the rate of condensation will given by (3.2) with p set to po.
the net rate of condensation on an element of curvature K is:

a(e)(p0 - Pk)(2TfhkT)-^2 » -pQ(27rfh)-1/2(kT)-3/2na(e)(1(9) + J!)K. (3.4)
The flux due to surface diffusion, J5, is given by the Nerst-Einstein relation
Js = -Ds(9)(co/kT)—(p
us

- p0).

(3.5)

where the diffusivity, Ds{9), is dependent on the orientation, c0 is the number o

atoms per unit area in one monolayer and s is the arclength. The contribution by
surface diffusion to the net accumulation of material at an arbitrary point on
surface is given by the negative divergence of Js:
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The sum of contributions from (3.4) and (3.6) all multiplied by the atomic volu
yields the rate at which an element moves normal to itself, ^ , due to concomitant
evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion (Mullins [95]):

^ = _Po(27rm)-1/2(fcr)-3/2n2a(0)(7W + ^)«
d [
d
+(nV*r)^{^W^[(7W + dv
^)«jj.

(3.7)

Then the equation describing the evolution of the surface profile, denoted y(x, t),
expressed in Cartesian coordinates is:

yt

=

1 2
3 2 2
Po(2vrm)- / (kTr / n a(e)(1(e)

d2

7\
+ £-£)

yx

d9^(l + yx)

where we assume the usual convention K > 0 when yxx < 0 and we choose 9 to be
the angle from the y axis to the normal of the surface, hence 9 — arctan(<fj//<ix).

3.2

Isotropic materials

For isotropic materials we have:

Vxx
'(1 + lg)

^d f
1
d
y*
dx\(l + yl)V*dxl(l+y*)W

where A = p0{2Trrh)-1l2{kT)-3l292a0')0 and B = n2CoD0j0/kT

(3.9)

with a0, 7 o , D0

constants for the condensation coefficient, surface tension and surface diffusivity
respectively.
There are no known analytic solutions for equation (3.9) (Cahn k Taylor [29])
except if evaporation-condensation only is operative, B = 0, then an explicit exact
solution exists for the development of a symmetric grain boundary groove (Broadbridge [23]). Recently, some progress has been made toward describing the effect of
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the nonlinearity of (3.9). The smoothing properties when B = 0 have been investi-

gated rigorously by Kitada [74, 76] and by Kitada k Umehara [75]. The existence

and uniqueness of solution have been proved for the evolution, due to surface di

fusion, of a convex interface that appears stationary to an observer moving wit
uniform translational velocity (Davi k Gurtin [34]) and for the boundary value

problem of the development of a symmetric grain boundary groove (Bouchiba [17]).
Most applications to boundary value problems assume the surface slope is everywhere small, \yx\ <C 1, then use the linearized equation:

yt = Ayxx - Byxxxx. (3.10)

For example, the development of grain boundary grooves, (Muffins [89, 90]; Srini

vasan k Trivedi [120], Hackney k Ojard [53], Ratke k Vogel [106], Genin et al. [4
Vogel k Ratke [146]); surface redistribution due to capillarity, (Mullins [91],

k Mullins [72], Jones et al. [66], Gruber k Muffins [50]) and linear facet grow

(Mullins [94]).

The linearized form (3.10) has failed to show some important effects of the non
linearity. For a symmetric grain boundary groove evolving by surface diffusion

the linear model predicts an infinite groove growth rate for a grain boundary g

with a zero dihedral angle. However, we show in §3.8, that a finite groove growt

rate exists. Also, for a symmetric grain boundary groove evolving by evaporation
condensation only, the groove depth has a log growth rate as a function of the

dihedral angle whereas the linearized equation has a linear growth rate (Karcig

[68]). Another failing, in relation to surface redistribution by surface diffusi

is that the nonlinear equation amplifies the long wavelength "beating" of two c

spaced short wavelength perturbations whereas the linearized equation doesn't s
this (Coleman et al, [33]).
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The dearth of closed form solutions impedes the development of numerical scheme

Known by the author are five solutions, each derived numerically, for the bound
value problem of the development of a symmetric grain boundary groove by sur-

face diffusion. These are; Robertson [108], Binh et al. [9], Bouchiba [17], Zhan

k Schneibel [153] and the author's and supervisor's solution given in Chapter 4

Various finite difference schemes were employed except for the author's and sup

visor's solution which, after satisfying the boundary conditions exactly, reduc
problem to the solution of a system of transcendental equations.
Only three solutions were in agreement for the case where the slope was every-

where small (Robertson [108], Zhang k Schneibel [153] and the authors') and ther

was no agreement for the case where the slope was large, (> 4). For this case t

were results from only three solutions (Robertson [108], Zhang k Schneibel [153
and the authors').

We note that the linearized equation (3.10) is an integrable form of the govern

equation (3.8) for a class of theoretical anisotropic materials which have cons
relations; evaporation coefficient:

a(9) = a0(l-ryl)-1/2
= aocos9, (3-11)

surface diffusivity:

D3(9) = D0(l + j/2)"172
= D0sec9, (3.12)

and surface tension:

7(0) = 70 (Ci cos 9 + C2 sin 9 -f - sec 9) , {CX,C2 arbitrary constants). (3.13)
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Equation (3.13) is the general solution of the Herring equation:

7(*) + ^ = 7o(l+^)3/2
= 70 sec 9.

In Appendix D, we show, using Herring's "tangent sphere" criterion [56], that t

class of theoretical materials are stable with respect to the formation of an u

structure or facets. This implies that their behaviour is like a liquid crystal

[56, 57]). Polar graphs of these relations are presented in Figure 3.1. These s

isotropic materials are indeed modelled well if the slopes are relatively small
0.6 (|#| < 0.5 rad), which confirms what has been demonstrated by computation

(Robertson [108]) and experiment (Mullins and Shewmon [92], Hilliard et al. [61
Gjostein [46]).

3.3 An integrable nonlinear form of governing
equation

There exists another integrable form of governing equation (3.8) which models t
nonlinearity of the equation for isotropic materials, (3.9). It is suitable for

for numerical schemes and for a qualitative description of the evolution of the
even when the surface slope is large.
It was shown in Chapter 1 that the evolution equation:

et = qo(t)ye->ex) +

±qi(t)^or

dx

e~3ex ,

(3.14)

is linearizable when $(£) are arbitrary functions of t. Choosing the members i = 0,2
with q0(t) = Aa07o and q2(t) = —BDQJO, where a0,D0 and 70 are weights for the

evaporation coefficient, surface diffusivity, and surface tension respectively,
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Figure 3.1: Polar graph of the constitutive relations (3.11)-(3.13) for the class of
materials modelled by the linear equation (3.10):
— — — normalized evaporation coefficient, a/ao!
normalized surface diffusivity, D/D0;
.

normalized surface tension, 7/70, with C x = 1/2 and C 2 = 0.

For comparison purposes, the circular section represents an isotropic material.
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an integrable governing equation which has a form semblable to (3.9). In terms of
the potential y = a fx e dx — bx, (a, b constants), this equation is:
_ .<xa1oa2yxx
(b + yx)2

p d f D0a d 7o«3„yxx
dx\b-ryxdx (b + yxf

(3.15)

The corresponding constitutive relations are:
evaporation coefficient
&o{b -r yx)

a(9) =

a0

=

a

«(i + y2x)1/2
0

—

'-—cos(0-arccot 6),

(3.16)

surface diffusivity
Doa(l + ylf'2

Ds{9)

=

D 0(b + yx)
D n
D

°(i + b2y/2 s e c ^ ~ a r c c o t ^'

^3'17^

and surface tension

liP)= 7OT^

. , f C\ cos(9—arccot 6) + C2 sin(0 —arccot b) + — sec(9—arccot b) J ,

(3.18)
where C\,C2 are arbitrary constants. Equation (3.18) is the general solution of:

M + iii -

7o

(b + v.y
_

3

So, surprisingly, the nonlinear equation (3.15) models the same class of theoretical
materials as the linear equation (3.10)! However, we now have the freedom to

arbitrarily orient the anisotropic material. It is this result which prompted us to t
alternative derivation given in Chapter 1 of the linearizable equation (3.14).
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The linear equation satisfactorily modelled isotropic materials provided the surface inclination varied by less than approximately 7r/4 rad about the line y = 0.
Since the nonlinear equation represents the same class of materials as the linear
equation but with an arbitrary orientation, then we may model isotropic materials

where the inclination varies by approximately 7r/4 rad about an arbitrary line. Two

interesting problems fit this criterion. They are, the evolution of a ramped surfac
and the development of a symmetric grain boundary groove.

3.4 Evolution of a ramped surface
We consider the evolution of an extended surface that is ramped with an arbitrary
inclination \P and rise of 2h. By an appropriate choice of axes, the initial value
problem may be formulated with the initial condition:
mx
y(x,0)=

for 0 < x < h/m,

i

(3.19)
h

for x > him,

where m — tan\£. B y symmetry w e only consider the region x > 0. T h e anti-

symmetric initial condition implies that, at x = 0, the curvature and velocity vani
so that:
d2nv
—2- = 0 at x = 0 for n = 0,1.
(3.20)
ox2n
At early time surface diffusion is dominant [55], so a convenient scaling [34] is:

y* = h~1y, x* = h~1x, and t* = h^Do^Bt. (3.21)

Equation (3.15) transforms to:
a ( Pi r „3„,* n 1

* _ » a2yx*x*
9 j a d
a3yx*
Vt
*~U (b + y*.)2~dx^\b^yT.dx~* L(6 + ^ ) : '

(3.22)
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with u = h2A/B

being the dimensionless ratio of the object

length to the diffusive length. We have initial condition:
mi* for 0 < x* < 1/m,
y*{x*, 0) =<
1 for x* > 1/m,

(3.23)

and at the origin:
2n„,*
ff»y
= 0 at x* = 0for n = 0,l.
dx *2ra

(3.24)

As in the second order Stefan problem of Chapter 2, w e use the alternative

transformation by Knight [77], with the introduction of a potential, to lineariz

problem and, like the Stefan problem, this transformation is more convenient for
simplifying the boundary conditions. The problem is linearized by:
n =

a(b + y*x.)

1

- a/b,

(3.25)

X = f (V + a/b)-1 dx*,

(3.26)

Jo
r

= t*

(3.27)

In Appendix E, w e derive the canonical form
d4?/ „ d2r) dn

dx4

— v

dx2

dr

= 0.

(3.28)

The initial condition remains linear. At t* = 0:

X = a"1 (</*(**, 0) + & O
a'1^ + b)x* for 0 < x* < lim,
(3.29)
_1

a (l + b)x* for x* > 1/m.

Inverting equation (3.29) and noting that dx*/dx = *7 + Q>/b, the initial conditi
transforms to:
f

-am6 _ 1 (6-f m ) " 1

ri(x,0)=<
0 for x > (b + m)/(am).

for 0 < x < (b +

m)/(am),
(3.30)
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= 0:

0 = 0, for n = 1,3. (3.31)
Employing the Fourier cosine transformation, we derive the solution for n:
,0t, r) = -^-^ f" ,-'e-<"^-'> sin (^U cos (Xs) ds. (3.32)
\ am
J
7ro(6 -f- m) Jo
Inverting (3.25)-(3.27) and a change of parameterization yields a solution,
(t*(r*),x*(far*),y*(faT*)):
y* = fX a{r, + a/b)-1 - b dx*
Jo
rx
= ax — b TJ + a/b d%
Jo

= ^/;S-2e-'-"^^)!'%in(^)sin(7i7I,)ds, (3.33)
,• - -£+>&, (3.34)

and

r

=

(*±£i\ r*. (3.35)
\ am /

By a Cauchy product of the appropriate two series, we may express (3.33) in
form:
1 oo

71=0

T*n/2-i

2 21
3 36
x& E ,(2t
E
a
«
"
(1+tf
•
(
- >
vloZ7'A
+ 2)!(n-i)! ,to

This series is absolutely convergent for <^> € 9£ and r* € 9£ — {0}. A proof
in Appendix F.
We note, that the case where a,b —> oo, with the weights

C\Q,DO,

and 70 ad-

justed accordingly, yields the solution when the small slope approximation i

sumed (Mullins [95]). For comparison and entirety, we present the solution wh
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evaporation-condensation only is operative, B = 0, (Broadbridge [23]):

y' = Iw+lJerf^^+lD-i^-lJerf^^-U)
A A

+ ^T (exP(-4^ + !]2) ~

ex

P(-^T^ " l]2)} > (3-37)
»

A

A

)

y* b + m ,

and /i~2ao7oAt = ( — j T*. (3.39)
Graphical presentation of the solution for the cases evaporation-condensation
only, surface diffusion only and concomitant evaporation-condensation and surface
- diffusion with

VOLODQ1^-^

rn)2(am)~2 = 1 are shown in Figure 3.2. We also dis-

play, in Figure 3.3, the graph of scaled slope at the origin versus scaled time. For
conciseness, the surface profiles and scaled slope are shown in the parameter space
{r*,(f),y*). However, the graphs show actual profiles and slopes if we assume the
small slope approximation, a, b —*• oo.
There are some distinctive differences in the surface profiles among the modes
of surface redistribution. These are that the surface height has no local maxima
when evaporation-condensation only is operative, whereas for surface diffusion the
surface height exhibits local maxima for which the predominant one approaches a

dimensionless height, y*, of 1.104 in the limit as time approaches infinity. For con
comitant evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion the surface height reaches
a global maximum, which is less than 1.104, with the limiting profile approaching

the profile of evaporation-condensation only. The derivation of these limits is show
in Appendix G.
Implicit in the graph of the scaled slope at the origin, Figure 3.3, is that, if

surface diffusion is present, the profile for some initial inclinations will develop

vertical tangent at the origin. The scaled slope y*,(0, r*) shows a maximum of 1.104
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From equations (3.33)-(3.35),

yl^byKb/m + l-y;)-1.
This implies that a vertical tangent may develop if

m > 6/0-104.

If the initial inclination is large and we wish to approximate an isotropic material,
then b ~ 1 (see §3.5), hence a vertical tangent may develop if m ^ 10 which corresponds to an initial inclination of $ ^ 84°. If b —• oo, which is the solution when
the small slope approximation is assumed, then no vertical tangent develops.

3.5 Comparison with a numerical solution for an
isotropic material

A numerical solution for the evolution of a ramp for an isotropic material is given in
Lee [82]. The method of lines with a stiff ordinary differential equation solver was
employed and the fidelity of the method was verified by applying the scheme to the
theoretical anisotropic material.
We make our comparison using a ramp initially inclined at 7r/4 rad. This is cho-

sen, not because we felt that this was the limit for which our theoretical anisotropic
material would give a reasonable approximation for an isotropic material, but rather,
it was imposed by instability in the numerical scheme.
In the calculation for the theoretical anisotropic material, we choose the following
values for the scales and parameters in the constitutive relations (3.16)-(3.18):
a0 = a/(l + b2)-1'2; D0 = 1; 70 = (1 + b2)/a2; & = (1 + &2)/(2a2); C2 = 0 and
a = b = cot(7r/8). The relations are explicitly presented below;
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T
3
4
scaled width (<t>)

Figure 3.2: G r a p h of scaled height y* versus scaled width (j) = bm(b-\-m)~l(x*-\-y*b~l)
for: (a) evaporation-condensation only, (b) surface diffusion only a n d (c) concomitant evaporation-condensation a n d surface diffusion with
UOQDQ1^
x

x

-{• m)2(am)~2 = 1:

rt

= 0; -I

1—r1" = 0.00311;

7-1 = 0.0372; - t — * - r1" = 0.149; - B - e - r+ = 0.579;

r^ is scaled time, T* = (am) 2 (&-f m) _ 2 o:o7o/i - 2 Ai
rt = (am) 4 (6 + m)~4Do;yoh~4Bt

A

A

T1" = 2.39.

for evaporation-condensation, or

for surface diffusion or concomitant evaporation-

condensation a n d surface diffusion.
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Figure 3.3: G r a p h of scaled slope at origin y£(0,r*) = m _ 1 ( 6 + m)y*.(0,
y*,(0,T*))~l versus scaled time r* = (am)4(6 + m)~ADo^0h~ABt:
z/t

=

o (surface diffusion only); —I 1— i/f = 0.25; -x—x- i/f =

-*—*- z/t

=

4; D D i/t

=

32; A A z/f = 128.

i/t is a c o m p o u n d parameter, z/ = ua0D01(am)

2

(b + m ) '
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evaporation coefficient (< 1):

a(0) = o:oCos(0-7r/8), (3.40)

surface diffusivity:
Ds{6) = Do COS(TT/8) sec(0 - TT/8), (3.41)
and surface tension:

n(9)

= ^ {sec(7r/8) cos(0 - TT/8) + cos(7r/8) sec(0 - TT/8)} , (3.42)

where we note, that the surface tension satisfies the requirement of a minimum a
0 = 0.

This orients our theoretical material so that the line of symmetry is inclined a

9 = 7r/8. Over the range of inclinations spanned, these constitutive relations g

a relatively close representation for an isotropic material. A graphical present

of these relations, compared to the constitutive relations for an isotropic mate

is shown in Figure 3.4. Near the extremes of inclination, the surface diffusivit
surface tension agree. The restriction that the evaporation coefficient be less
or equal to one, necessitates a small compromise however.
Graphs of the surface profiles, and the inclination at the origin versus dimen-

sionless time, for an isotropic material and our theoretical anisotropic materia

shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. Displayed are the profiles for evapor

condensation only, surface diffusion only and concomitant evaporation-condensati

and surface diffusion with v = 1. The inclination at the origin is calculated fo

range of values of u from 0 (surface diffusion only) to 16 (evaporation-condensa
dominant).
We comment that the profiles are remarkably close! The maximum absolute
difference in any of the profiles is a mere 0.015 dimensionless units.
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Figure 3.4: Polar graph of the constitutive relations (3.40)-(3.42):
— — — normalized evaporation coefficient, a/a0;
normalized surface diffusivity, D/D0;
_ . _ . _ . _ normalized surface tension, 7/70For comparison purposes, the circular section represents an isotropic material.
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Figure 3.5: Surface profiles for: (a) evaporation-condensation only, (b) surface
diffusion only and (c) concomitant evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion
with v = 1. T h e r a m p is initially inclined at 7r/4 rad:
isotropic material;

— — — theoretical anisotropic material;

Dimensionless times from left to right: tf = 0, 0.005, 0.061, 0.242, 0.970, 3.88.
t* = h~2At

for evaporation-condensation, or tf — h~4Bt

concomitant evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion.

for surface diffusion or
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Figure 3.6: G r a p h of inclination at the origin versus dimensionless time for parameter v = 0 , 1, 16 from top down. The ramp is initially inclined at 7r/4 rad:
isotropic material; — — — theoretical anisotropic material
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3.6 Development of a symmetric grain boundar
groove

A groove will develop on the surface of a porycrystalline material wherever a gr

boundary meets the surface. At the root of the groove there is a balance between

the grain boundary tension and the surface tension which produces an equilibrium

angle along the line of intersection of the grain boundary with the surface (Bai

Watkins [4]). The difference in chemical potential between the curved surface ne

the root of the groove and the relatively even surface further from the groove c

a drift of material by the various mechanisms as stated in §3. This drift of mat
endlessly disturbs the equilibrium angle and forces the groove to deepen.

We consider the case where surface diffusion is the dominant mechanism of groove
growth. For example, this has been found to be the case for the diffusion of

10

°
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Fe at the interface of Ag-Fe lamellae (Job et al. [65]), Ag in air (Chalmers et

[30]), Cu in dry hydrogen (Mullins k Shewmon [92]), diffusion of Cu at the interfa
of Al-CuAl2 eutectic (Ho k Weatherly [62]), MgO-doped A1203 in air (Handwerker

et al. [54]), and Mo or W in Ar (Allen [3]). Additionally, the physics of a symmet

groove formed by surface diffusion has been used in the calculation of the surfa

self-diffusivity of various metals in active atmospheres, such as Ag in the pres

of chemisorbed iodine (Delamare [37]), Cu in the presence of chemisorbed halogens
(Delamare k Rhead [36]), and Ni in the presence of chemisorbed halogens (Oda k
Rhead [100]).
Assuming isotropic material properties, Mullins [89] considered the boundary

value problem of the development of a single symmetric groove caused by a planar

grain boundary which remains perpendicular to the original surface. The surfaces

the root of the groove maintain an angle, # (constant), which is measured relativ
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to the original surface. This angle maintains equilibrium between surface tensio
and grain boundary tension. There is no flow of matter into or out of the grain

boundary and the surface height and its derivatives approach zero at large x. Le
x = 0 denote the centre of the groove. By symmetry, the domain x > 0 need only
be considered. The boundary conditions may be expressed as:

yx{0,t) = tan* = m, (3.43)

Js(0,t) = 0, (3.44)

dny
•^—

—>

0

as z —• oo ra = l,2

(3.45)

and initially the surface is flat:
y(x,0) = 0. (3.46)
The above problem (3.43)-(3.46) was solved by Muffins assuming the small-

slope approximation \yx\ <C 1 [89]. This, in effect, modelled the class of theore

anisotropic materials for the linear equation (3.10). When the slope was everywhe

small, the solution was in close agreement with numerical solutions which didn't
assume small slopes [108, 9, 17,153]. However, for central groove slopes greater

1, the solution began to significantly diverge from the others. In particular, t

slope approximation showed a groove growth rate that is linearly proportional to

central groove slope, m, and hence no bound for the groove growth rate as m —> o

whereas the numerical solutions exhibit a growth rate nearer to a log form, with

possibly an asymptotic behavior, as the central groove slope increases. Inspecti
of the constitutive relations for the theoretical anisotropic material modelled

linear equation, see Figure 3.1, show that the surface diffusivity and surface t

monotonically increases as the slope increases. This is contrary to an isotropic
material and explains the disagreement between the groove growth rates.
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However, we now may obtain an analytic solution for an orientation of the theoretical anisotropic material for which the surface diffusivity and surface tension
are bounded and relatively near to an isotropic material, over the entire range of
surface inclinations encountered in this problem, including the limiting case when
the inclination at the groove root is vertical.

3.7 Solution of the grooving problem
We set A = 0 in our linearizable governing equation (3.15) and use the nondimensionalization (3.21) where h is now some convenient length scale. Also, without loss
of generality, we set a = b. Following the procedure outlined in Appendix E, the
transformation (3.25)-(3.27) of §3.4 yields the linear equation:

where R(T) is the flux gradient at the origin:

dJ,

R(r) =

dx* x*=0

= -#.(0,7-). (3.48)

The boundary conditions (3.43)-(3.46) are linearized as well, and transform to:

* = "orfe
r}xx = 0 at

X

at

*

= 0

' (3-49>

= 0, (3.50)

n —> 0 and 7;x —»• 0 as x ~~>• °°> (3.51)

with initial condition:

r] = 0 at T = 0 for x > 0. (3.52)
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W e need an explicit functional form for the flux gradient at the origin, R(r), and,

as in the Stefan problem, it follows from the scaling invariance of the governi
equation and the boundary conditions. The boundary value problem (3.15) with
A = 0, (3.43)-(3.46) is invariant under the scaling group:

y = e y,

x = e x,

t = e4EJ
t,

for which independent invariants are x(BDo^ot)~1^4 and y(BDo^ot)~1^4. Therefore
we may adopt a self-similar solution of the form:

y{BDolot)-1,A = g{£)

where

x^BD^ty1^.

(=

The flux gradient R(T) takes the explicit form:

R(T)

=

dJs

= h-XT-*'4

(3.53)

dx* x*=o 4

where:
4

*

d

b d
b + g'dt b + g' 9

e=o

is a parameter to be determined as part of the solution.
A translation,
z = X- AT1'4,

(3.54)

with the substitution for R(T), simplifies equation (3.47) to canonical form:
d4V dn
dz4

+

(3.55)

dr

The boundary conditions (3.49)-(3.51) translate to:
m/b
T]

(1 + m/b)

at

z = -Ar 1 / 4 ,

r}zz = 0 at z = -Ar1/4,

rj —> 0

and

r\z —> 0

(3.56)

(3.57)

as

z —> oo.

(3.58)
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The boundary value problem (3.52), (3.55)-(3.58) is invariant under the scaling
group:
fj =

TJ,

z = eez, f = e £r,

for which the invariants are r\ and zr~xl4. Therefore, we assume a similarity solution
of the form:
n = G(<f>) with (f> = ZT~1/4. (3.59)

Equations (3.55)-(3.58) reduce to:
H"\fa)-^Hifa) = 0, (3.60)
where H(fa) = G'{fa), (3.61)

G

^ = -offer

(3 62)

-

H'{-X) = 0, (3.63)

and flatness conditions far from the groove:

G(<f>) -• 0 and H(<f>) -• 0 as <j> -> oo. (3.64)

The third order linear differential equation (3.60) may be solved by the Frobenius
power series method. The general solution is:

H{fa) = CoFo{fa) + C1F1{cf>) + C2F2{fa), (3.65)

with C0, Ci, C2 € 3?, where:

_ ^(i\Am i r(3/4)r(i/2)
° " i=oV4~; ^Ir(m + 3/4)r(m + l/2)0 '
p^ - J> v ^V" x r(5/4)r(3/4) 4m
FlW
- ^0UJ ^r(m + 5/4)r(m + 3/4/ '
w,
W

W) = ^Ef-V^ , F™5/4) „*«». (3.66)
2W

m=0

* £^M)

m!r(m + 3/2)r(m + 5/4)^

k

'
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We may apply the boundary conditions at x* = 0 (<f> = — A) directly. Howe

in Mullins' treatment of the linear model [89], the boundary conditions a
are conveniently utilized through Laplace transforms. Let Y = rj and let
the Laplace transform of Y(z,r). Equation (3.55) transforms to:
~ d4Y
PY

+ -^

= 0.

(3.67)

The two-parameter solution satisfying Y —> 0 as z —> oo is:

Y = exp(-2-1/V/4z)[P(p) cos(2-1/y/4z) + Q(p) sin^"1/V'4z)\. (3.68)

At z = 0:
dY_

=

dyr_1/4
dz

d<f>
=

Co^1'4,

(3.69)

rl2Y

= C^r-1'2, (3.70)

and

S

=

(o)r 3/4

^"
=

2C2T~Z'4.

"

(3.71)

In terms of Laplace transforms, (3.69)—(3.71) imply that at z = 0:

dz
d 2Y
dz2

=

C0r(3/4)p-3/4,

(3.72)

= CW172, (3-73)

,03 y>

and

—

=

2C2r(l/4)p-1/4.

Therefore, by (3.67) and (3.72)-(3.74):
Q = -^C.p-1, (3.75)

(3.74)
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P = -^2Clp-l-2^2T(3/4:)C0p-1, (3.76)
and

°2

=

^4)[r(3/4)Co

+ 2l/27rl/2Cl]

(3 77

-

- ^

So far, the flatness conditions at infinity are the only boundary conditions to hav

been applied. This must be equivalent to the restriction (3.77) on the coefficients
of the power series in (3.65). The remaining unknown parameters are C0, C\ and A.
The zero flux at x* = 0, equation (3.63), implies:
0 = H'(-X),
= C0F^-X)-rC1Fi(-X), (3.78)
where F3(<f>) = FQ(<f>) - ^^F2(4>), (3.79)
and F4(<j>) = F1^)-2-1l2^-)F2{4>). (3.80)
The boundary condition, (3.62), of fixed slope at x* = 0 and the form of the flux
gradient at x* = 0, equation (3.53), yield two consistency conditions. Firstly, from
equation (3.61) with boundary equation (3.62):

G

+

Wd,f

« = -(rf&) /> -

(3 81)

-

At <j> = 0, equation (3.81) must agree with the inverse Laplace transform of Y. By
(3.68) and (3.75)-(3.77), this implies:

m lb
(1 + m/b)

C 0 F 3 -(-A) - CxFz(-\)

=

-TT1/2C1

- 21/2r(3/4)C0,

(3.82)

where

Ff((f>) = J i^($)d$ for j = 3,4. (3.83)

The second condition is that the parameter A is related to the flux gradient at x =
The flux gradient has the reduced form:
dJ.

dx*

= -b (G(<f>) + I)'1 H"(fa)

T~Z'4.

(3.84)
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U p o n comparing (3.53) and (3.84), w e deduce that the parameter A must satisfy:
-A

4(1 + m/b)

= H"(-X).
= CoFZ(-X) + C1F'l{-X).

(3.85)

The system of equations (3.78), (3.82), (3.85) for C0,CX and A, m a y be expressed

as:
f

1

F 3 -(-A) - 21/ar(3/4) F^(-X) - -K1'2

-(m/b^l + m/b)-1
0

KCXJ

-A(4 + 4m/6)-I
(3.86)
This is a system for three equations which are linear in Co and G\. T h e first two
equations m a y be inverted to obtain:
1

C \
u
o

\CX)

,h
m/b

Fi(-X)

\

(3.87)

(l + rn/b)Dy_m_x)j

with
D = [^-(-A) - 2^2T(3/4))Fi(-X) - [F4~(-X) -

T T ^ - A ) .

(3.88)

The remaining third equation in (3.86) determines A:
*

/MJ>

- TT^TTT {K(-\)F!(-\) 4(1+m/o)
(1+m/o)

F:(-\)F>'(-\)}

= 0. (3.89)

where A is chosen as that root of (3.89) which approaches zero as m tends to zero.

practice, beginning from equation (3.66), each of the functions occurring in equati

(3.89) may be represented by power series whose coefficients have simple recurrenc
relations. It is not difficult to numerically invert equation (3.89) to obtain A.
With C0, Ci and C2 given by (3.87) and (3.77), H(fa) is then defined by the
power series (3.65). From equation (3.81):

lb

G

W = -(HU + C o [ j F o " W ~ f °" ( " A ) 1
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+ C1[F1-(<f>) - Ff(-A)] + C2[F2-{j>) - F2(-X)}. (3.90)
Inverting the transformation (3.25)-(3.27) yields a parametric solution
(t* = T,x*(faT),y*(far)):

x

=

/ *7 + ldx,
Jo

= f* 77 + 1 dz,
•/-AT*/*

=
r1/4 ' + ld$. (3.91)
/ <3($)

fl^r =
b
dx* G(fa) + 1

-b,

dT
dz

=

>y*

= -6Ar1/4 - br1'4 f* G($) d$. (3.92)

-bG(<f>),

J —A

Equations (3.91)-(3.92) describe, for an arbitrary orientation of our theoretical

anisotropic material, the development of a single symmetric grain boundary

3.8 The limiting case of a vertical groove root
Our theoretical anisotropic material has a well defined solution even for

case of a groove which has a root that is vertical. This corresponds to th

surface tension which would allow a stable grain boundary to appear at the

a situation which may be close to reality in surface active environments (
Robertson [108]).
As m —> 00, equation (3.88) reduces to:

^(" W(-A) - FX-\)FZ(-\) = 0. (3.93)

This equation indeed has a finite root for A whose value is close to 1.26.
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(3.48) and (3.53) we may deduce the groove growth rate in the large slope limit:

lim y;J0,t*) = lim -\xt*~zl4 = -0.32&f"3/4. (3.94)

We note that in the large slope limit, the determinant (3.88) doesn't vanish. Wi
A given, from equations (3.87) and (3.77), we may calculate the numerical values
the free coefficients of the powers series (3.65): C0 = 0.7073, Cx = —0.1274, C2 =

0.0775. This allows us to evaluate a limiting similarity solution in which the r
the groove is vertical.
Surface profiles for various values of m/b, including the limiting cases m/b —>
and m/b —> oo, are shown in Figure 3.7

3.9 Discussion

We have derived a new integrable nonlinear equation which models the surface evo

tion of an arbitrarily oriented theoretical anisotropic material by the concomit

tion of evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion. This theoretical anisotr

material behaves like a liquid crystal and shares the same constitutive relation

those of the constant coefficient linear equation used in the small slope approx
tion for isotropic materials.
The integrable nonlinear equation may be used to advantage as test cases for

numerical schemes. Its form has many attributes of the nonlinear governing equat
for an isotropic material.

Closed form solutions are constructed, where the theoretical anisotropic materia

may be arbitrarily oriented, for the evolution of a ramped surface by concomitan
evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion, and the development of a single
symmetric grain boundary groove by surface diffusion.
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Figure 3.7: Surface profiles for various values of m/b, including the limiting cases
m/b —* 0 and m/b —> oo.
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The solution for the ramped surface showed, unlike the solution when the small

slope approximation is assumed, that a vertical tangent may develop for the case
where the initial inclination is large ( ~ 84°).

We have given a solution for a specific initial condition. However, surface redi

tribution for a general antisymmetric initial condition, such that the initial s
inclination deviates by no more than 7r/4 rad about the line of symmetry of the
theoretical anisotropic material, may be accommodated.
In the development of a single symmetric grain boundary groove by surface

diffusion, the theoretical anisotropic material has a well defined solution even
the limiting case of a groove which has a root that is vertical and it is found

this case that the groove growth rate is finite. As an isotropic material is a s

case of a liquid crystal, then it is reasonable to propose that the groove growt

rate for an isotropic material is finite also. This effect has not previously be
discovered because at large groove slopes the numerical models are unstable and

linear model is invalid. In the next chapter we present a numerical solution for
isotropic material.
The question of whether a finite groove growth rate exists by the concomitant

action of evaporation-condensation and surface diffusion is still unresolved. Ph

cally, a finite growth rate is suspected to be the case, as evaporation may be i

near the root of the groove where the opposite walls are only a few atomic diame

apart. Our solution procedure for grain boundary grooving by surface diffusion i

inappropriate for this problem because of a nonlinearity of the flux gradient at

origin. In principle, a solution may be constructed if we specify the form of th

gradient at the origin, however, this forces the form of the flux at the origin,
doesn't suit our purposes.

Chapter 4
Development of a symmetric
grain boundary groove for an
isotropic material
By a novel application of the linearizable evolution equation (3.15), we derive a

solution for the development of a single symmetric grain boundary groove by surf
diffusion for an isotropic material.
In terms of the position vector r, the curvature may be expressed as:

K

=

=

d2r
ds"

f(yx)yxxyj{f'{yx))2 + (y,/'(y*) + f(yx))2,

with

f(yx) = (i + y2xy1/2.

(4.1)

Then the governing equation describing the evolution of the surface for an isotropic
material may be written as:

f(yx)yxx^(f'(yx))2 + (y«/'(y«) + /(</*))'
X

From here on, w e refer to the function / as the structure function.
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(4.2)
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If the structure function (4.1) is replaced by the inverse linear function

f*(yx) = a(b+ yx)~x, with a, b constants. (4.3)

then equation (4.2) is of the form of the linearizable evolution equation (3.15).

Chapter 3 it was shown that by the appropriate choice of the parameters a, b, we

may approximate the constitutive relations for an isotropic material, but of cou
there will be some inaccuracy in taking a and b constant over the whole range
yx £ (—00,00). However, if we slightly modify (4.3) to:

f\yx) = a{b+\yx\)~\ (4.4)
then the structure function (4.1) may be approximated by a spline consisting of
segments, each of which conforms to the representation (4.4):

fsiyx) = di(bi + |t/x|)_1 for m,-_i > 1^1 >m{ i = 1,2,— (4.5)

Then, we may closely approximate the constitutive relations for an isotropic mat
rial. The governing equation (4.2) is now modified by replacing / by /s.

Since we may closely approximate the constitutive relations for an isotropic mat

rial, from a heuristic viewpoint, this approximation leads to a reasonable alter
modified form for the governing equation. The boundary value problem for the
development of a single symmetric groove, (4.2), (3.43)-(3.46), may then be for-

mulated as a system of equations which are exactly solvable. Indeed, it is exact

solvable if the structure function (4.1) is approximated by any number of segmen

of the reciprocal linear function (4.4). We expect that in the limit as fs approa
/ uniformly, an arbitrarily close solution to the boundary value problem may be
derived.

Irrespective of which structure function is used, the whole boundary value prob-
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lem (4.2), (3.43)-(3.46) is invariant under the scaling group:

yx = eey, xt = eex, tx = e4H,

for which independent invariants are x(Bt)~xl4 and y{Bt)~xl4. Therefore we adopt

a self-similar solution which can be expressed as a relation between the invaria

y{Bty1/4 = g(£) where £ = x(Bt)-1/4. (4.6)

This solution implies yx = g'(£). In practice, g' is locally invertible. Hence, a

of the invariance is that a line of constant gradient rrti moves as Xi — Si(Bt)1/

where 8i = (5r')_1(m,) (constant). This allows the surface to be simply partition
into subintervals delimited by lines of constant slope with these slopes chosen
correspond to the nodes yx = m,- of the spline function given in (4.5). For each

subinterval the modified form of (4.2) is used to describe the advance of the su

profile. The position of each subinterval boundary with prescribed slope yx = rri

is then determined as part of the solution just as in the Stefan moving-boundary

problem, in which the position of a surface of prescribed temperature must be de
termined.

The limiting case of a central groove slope which is vertical (m —*• oo) is inco

porated analytically as a special case of the solution. The author considers tha

this case, in which nonlinear effects are most pronounced, has not previously be

calculated. So far, existence results for the Mullins boundary value problem hav
been rigorously established only within some upper bound, M say, for the pre-

scribed central groove slope, as the solution cannot be expressed as a fixed poi
a contraction mapping on a suitable Banach space (Bouchiba [17], Yortsos [151]).
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4.1 Partitioning of the boundary value problem
We choose a partition based on a choice of gradients m = m0 > mx... > mp_x >
mp = 0 where the m,- correspond to the nodes of the spline function (4.5). Now,

the development of the surface profile is characterized by oscillations in the h

of the surface with the amplitude progressively decaying from the groove centre.

Additionally, the extrema are relatively evenly spaced. Then, to the first extre

we let Xi(t) = 8i(Bty'4 for i = 0,.. ,p be the position for each prescribed grad
mt-. For convenience, we let 80 = 0. Beyond the first extremum, the gradient

changes sign. If the minimum gradient to the next extremum is less than — mq whe

0 < q < p then we add an additional 2(p—q)+l boundaries, Xi(i) = Si(Bi)1/4 for i =
p + 1,..., 3p — 2q-\-l corresponding to nodes —mp_l5..., — mq, —mq,..., —mp_x, mp.
Figure 4.2 illustrates this procedure for the case p = 3.
We continue to add subinterval boundaries in this manner until the amplitude
of the surface gradient is less than mp_1. There are then say n subintervals. To

simplify notation, let the gradient associated with each subinterval boundary, X
8i(Bt)xl4 for i = 0,... n - 1 be m*.

At each subinterval boundary, continuity of surface, gradient, chemical potentia

mass flux and mass flux gradient is required. The additional requirement of con-

tinuity of mass flux gradient gives sufficient equations for a unique determinat

of the position of each subinterval boundary. Continuity of mass flux gradient i
equivalent to continuity of vertical surface velocity by equation (4.2).
The boundary value problem (4.2), (3.43)-(3.46) may then be formulated as:

f=-^^K4
where S^Bi)1'4

<x<

fr(y*fdxy

2

8i{Btfl4 for * = 1,..., n - 1
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m.
m.

m.
m.

-m.

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the surface gradient at some fixed time. The
chosen boundaries are depicted for the case p = 3 with the m i n i m u m gradient to
the next extremum being less than — m2.
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and 8i-X(Bt)1/4 < x < oo for i = n, (4.7)
with continuity of surface:

lim

y{ =

Urn

yi+x for i = 1,.. .n - 1

(4.8)

and constant gradient at a; = 0:

£?+^ =<

(*•*)

There is continuity of gradient at each subinterval boundary:

Mm -^= lim -|^- = m*fori = l,...n-l (4.10)
^(Bt)-1/*-•$- OX

x(Bt)-ll*-+8f dx

V

and continuity of chemical potential:

lim p/= lim P.L fori = l,...n-l, (4.11)

where:

j? = -^r1 v7^^*)^- (4.12)
There is no flow of matter into or out of the groove root:

lim j\ = 0. (4.13)
27-+0+

There is continuity of flux:

lim j/= lim JL {ori = l,...n-l (4.14)

and of mass flux gradient:
d 7^
/9 7t
lim ^p-= lim ^±ifort = l,...n-l. (4.15)
^St)- 1 /*—5, _ OX

x(B*)-i/4—5,^

C/X

Here:
apt
J? = -Bf}{yx)°-^-. (4.16)

'
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We have flatness conditions away from the groove:
lim^ = 0, and lim Pn+= 0, (4.17)
27-fOO Qx

r-*oo

"

v

'

and initially the surface is flat:
lim~ = 0fort = l,...n. (4.18)
*-o dx

v

'

4.2 Solution
We derive a solution by a similar procedure to the one used for the theoretical
anisotropic material, §3.7.
We modify the transformation (3.25)-(3.27) to accommodate the subdivided

domain. The nonlinear equations (4.7) are transformed to linear form by the transformation:

m

Xi

= a,-(fti + |ef-|)-1-of-(61- + K|)-1for» = l>...n, (4.19)
= a73/4(6t2 +1)"1/8 lim f (bi + \ei\)dxfori = l,...n, (4.20)

r = t. (4.21)
where we define:
0, = ^
ox
The following linear equations ensue:

Bpi

and m*n = 0.

(4.22)

dr\j

= ar3/^4? + 1)"1/8 fsgn(eO^r) + (^ + K . J ) ^ ^ ^ 1 ^

drjj

dr
where 0 < Xi < Si(T) for z = 1,..., n — 1 and 0 < X; < oo for z = n. (4.23)
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W e give details of the derivation of the above equations in Appendix H. Ri(r) is the
value of the flux gradient at the lower boundary of integration in (4.20):
dj\

Ri(r) =

dx

(4.24)
xiBt)-*/*^^

and
Si(T) = a-3/\b2 + iy1/8

lim

Km

/

(b{ + |0,-|)da: for i = 1,.. .n - 1,

(4.25)

are the subinterval boundaries Si(Bt)1'4 in terms of the transformed coordinates.
Here, sgn(w;) is defined as sgn(ty) = |u;|tu-1 = 1 when w > 0 or -1 when w < 0.
From the form of the similarity reduction (4.6), Ri(r) takes the specific form:
4
= Bxl4v{_XT-*l
(r) for i=l,...n, (4.26)

^'

~ ~dx~i(Bt)" /*—fi+_j
1

where:

vi-X=aJ1JbJ+i—<

ai

ai

bi + \Qi\dt bi + \®i\) <%

(4.27)
€-«£,

As shown in Appendix I, the subinterval boundaries S{(r) m a y be expressed as:
Si(r) =

where A,- =

and A t

=

{Ai-Xi){Br)114
af!\b2

+ l ) "

1

/

for i = 1,.. .n - 1

(4.28)

8

(4.29)

^ ^ + \mU\) - 4sgn(0 i H-i]

af'\b2 + l)" 1 ' 8 [£;(&,• + \m*\) - 4sgn(0 l > i ].

(4.30)

Equations (4.23) m a y then be simplified to:
dVi
dr

x

£1/4_-3/4%

"A;' 4

, nd4T)i

+ B^- = 0,

(4.31)

dxi ' ~ dx4

where 0 < x; < (M — AiX-Pr)1/4 for i = 1,... n - 1 and 0 < Xi < °° for
n.i =
In addition to the governing equations being linearized, so too are the boundary
conditions. Boundary equations (4.9)-(4.17) transform to:
lim r\i = ai(bi + Im*,^) * - a^k + |m*|) *
x.—o+

for t = 1,... n,

(4.32)
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lim m = 0 for i = 1,... n - 1, (4.33)
X.-(2*T)-I/*-(A,-A,-)-

lim

sgn(01)at1/4(&2+ tffip.
d?7»+i
Urn sgn(0 i+1 )^ 4 iW + i + l ) 3 / %
x.+i-o+
o»Xi+i
for t = l,...n-l, (4.34)
=

hm -^ = 0, (4.35)
xi-o+ dx2
Hm

S gn(0 J > J

=

1/2

y

J

(6l2 + l ) 1 / 4 ? T

lim sgn(01-+1)a?f1(62+1 + l) 1 / 4 |^±i

fori = l,...n-l, (4.36)

/4

sgn(e,-)a? (4? + l )

lim
=

1/8

k +

ai

\ d3r)i

lim sgn(01-+1)a?{t(&2+1 + 1) 1 / 8 L i + .

°»'

,)"'

^

for «' = l,...n-l, (4.37)
lim 7?n = 0 and
Xn-*00

lim -r^- = 0.
Xn-^OO

^

n

The initial flatness condition (4.18) implies:
limifc- = 0 fort' = l,...n. (4.39)
T—*0

A translation:

^ = x.-+ M^)1/4, (4-4°)
further simplifies equations (4.31) to canonical form:

%

R

A* _

n

(4.38)
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where X^Brfl4 < z{ < A^Br)1'4 for i = 1,... n - 1
X{(BT)1/4

and

< z{ < oo for i = n. (4.41)

The boundary conditions (4.32)-(4.38) translate to:
m !im*
Z

u-° T )

=a

*

1+

'(6''

+

K-il)"1 ~ «*(k + lm*D_1

for

» = 1, • • • n, (4.42)

' —*AT

lim 7?,- = 0 for * = 1,... n - 1, (4.43)

V*/^ , 1X3/8^

lim

_sgn(0l-)a11/4(62 + l) 3 / 8

zi+i(Sr)-i/*-fAT+1

a^+i

for i = 1,... n — 1, (4.44)
Urn ^ = 0, (4.45)

lim sgn(e..)aj/2(i? + lf'4^
Zi(BT)-l/UA-

dzf

= „ «% A+ •«»(eiH)<tf.(«lH +i)"4^
for i = 1,... n — 1, (4.46)

lim

a^ \ -1(Prji
sgn(0,-K3/4(62 + l) 1 ' 8 (77, + i-r\m*\) dz\3
lim

3 4

L

sgn(0i+1)a { 1(6

~ Zi+^]-^r^Jl+l^

2

1 8

+1

+ l) ' [iy,+1 +
t+i

' ' V'

ai+1

-1

\ dzr)i+1

' bi+x + \m*+1\J

d*ln

iori = l,...n-l, (4.47)
lim 7/n = 0 and lim -^ = 0. (4.48)
The boundary value problem (4.39), (4.41)-(4.48) is invariant under the scaling
group:
Vi = *7»» «t = ee^-, f = e4eT.
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The group invariants are functions of 77,- and ^r-1/4. Assuming similarity solution
of the form:

m = Gi(fa) with fa = Zi(Br)-1'4 tor i = l,...,ri, (4.49)

equations (4.39), (4.41)-(4.46) reduce to:

Hi" - ±faHi = 0,

with A,- < fa < Ai for i = 1,..., n — 1 and A,- < fa < oo for i = n, (4.50)

where H{{fa) = G'iifa), (4.51)
hm Gi = a,-(6,- + K^l)-1 - at-(6t- + |m*I)-1 for i = 1,... n, (4.52)
<l>i-*xf
lim G,- = 0 for * = 1,... n - 1, (4.53)

lim sgn(0i)aV4(62 + 1)^H{ = lim sg^©^)^/4^^, + l)3/8ifi+1
4>i~•A;

0,- + ! - ^ !

for i = l,...n — 1, (4.54)

lim # { = 0,
4>i-*\f

(4.55)

and
lim sgn(0iK 1/2 (& 2 + 1)X'4E[ =
0i-* A {

hm

sgn(0i+1)aj/21(6?+1 + l ) 1 / 4 ^ + 1

0I + 1-+A+,.!

for i = 1,... n - 1,

(4.56)

The mass flux gradient m a y be expressed as:

dj)
9x

= -sgn(0i)5al3/4(62 + l) 1 ' 8 (Gi + T-rff^r)

(4.57)

H?(BT)-*4

for ,' = 1,... n
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Then, from (4.26), boundary equations (4.47) take the form:

«, = - lim sSn(ei+1)a%fe1 + lWG,.+1+ "*• V'ifr,
•p.+i-^r+i v o«+i + imi+ii/
and t,,- = - hm sgn(0i)a3/4(62 + 1)1/8 (G. + . *\ ) H?
</>i-*A~

V

bi + \m*i\)

for T! = l,...n-l. (4.58)
and at x = 0:
„0

=

_ lim sgn(01)«3/4(62 +1)1/8 (GX + q* ) * fff. (4.59)

The flatness conditions away from the groove, (4.48), reduce to:
lim Gn = 0 and lim Hn = 0. (4.60)
<t>n—•OO

<£„ —*-00

The general solutions of the third order linear differential equations (4.50) ar

Hi(fa) = aiF0(fa) + biFx(fa) + CiF2(fa) (4.61)

with a,i,bi,Ci G 3?, where Fj{fa), j = 0,1,2 are defined by equation (3.66).
Then equations (4.51) with boundary equations (4.52) yield solutions:

Gi(fa) = —f— - r-^f— + t + #(*)<**
6i + |mill I

6,- + |mj"|

7*^A+

where A,- < fa < Ai, for i = 1,..., n — 1 and Ai < ^ < oo for i = n. (4.62)

It remains to determine the unknown coefficients. As in the Stefan moving-boundar

problem this involves solving a system of loosely coupled transcendental equatio
There are In — 2 constants; a,i, bi, Ci, A,-, for i = 1,... n; Vj, for j = 0,...
Ak, 8j., for k = 1,... n — 1 to be determined.
The boundary equations (4.53)-(4.56), (4.58)-(4.59) yield 5n — 3 equations and

the definitions (4.29)-(4.30) yield 2rc—1 equations. Two further equations are de
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from the flatness conditions away from the groove. Hence, there is a closed system
of In — 2 equations for the determination of the In — 2 constants.
The solution for subinterval n must satisfy the flatness conditions (4.60) in addition to the boundary conditions at x = 8n^x{Btyl4. These imply relations among the
chemical potential, mass flux and mass flux gradient, which imply relations among
the coefficients dn,bn and cn. In Appendix J we derive the following relations:

5=

*» t2r ft) ^F°d*~T ft) tinF2d* - 2lr ft)r (I)] (463)

\/2^J0An F2 d$ - 2T (J) /*» F, d$ + 2v^T (j)
*n [r (f) /0A" Ft dd> - V5F/*• F 0 d$ + y^Fr (f)]
V2^/ 0 An ^ d$ - 2r (j) /0A- FX d$ + 2v^rr (i)

(4.64)

T h e solution of the system of equations m a y be achieved by a simple bisection
method with only two variables to iterate. Initially, estimates only of Ai and Ax
need be given as there are recurrence relations among the constants by the boundary
equations (4.53)-(4.56), (4.58) and equations (4.29)-(4.30).
Firstly, 8i may be eliminated from equations (4.29)-(4.30). This yields:
Ai+i = [4sgn(0t>i(&l+i + \m*\) - 4sgn(0i+1)Vi{bi + \m*\) + a3/4(62 + l)1^,
x (bi+1 + \m*\)} - [a%\{b2+l + l)1/8(6i + \m*\)\ (4.65)
and:

Al

= -4«r3/4(6? +

I)-1/8^

= 4 lim(Gx(fa)-rk "! ) H'^fa), from (4.59). (4.66)
6
*i-A+ V
1 + I m ll/
The solution is achieved as follows:
(i) Initially estimate A! and Ax. The single segment model given in §3.6 may be
used to furnish suitable a priori estimates. Then, from boundary equation
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(4.53) and equations (4.55), (4.66) the coefficients ai,&i,c"i are determined.
Hence the solution for subinterval 1 is fully specified.

(ii) vx may then be determined from (4.58) and hence A2 from equation (4.65).
These and boundary equations (4.54), (4.56) may then be used to determine
the solution for subinterval 2.

(iii) Numerically invert G2 —> 0 as fa —* A^" from equations (4.53) to determine
A2. The inversion is readily achieved by using Newton's method.

(iv) Apply steps (ii) and (iii) to consecutive subintervals to determine the re
constants.

(v) Lastly, these values are checked for consistency using relations (4.63)-(4.6
This leads to a new adjusted estimate at step (i) of the next iteration.

The scheme is computationally efficient as only n — 2 transcendental equations
numerical inversion during each iteration.
To complete the parametric solution, (t = T,x(fa,r),y(fa,T)), inverting the
transformation (4.19)-(4.20):

x =

ar^+1r/;^i+_f|_dx+,_l(B^,

+

+

= ^ v C * ™

dz+

= (Br)VV1/4(f>* + l)"8 £ <?<(•) + j-fj^j d* + iUBrf'\ (4.67)
where At- < fa < At- for i = 1,... n — 1 and At- < fa < oo for i = n,

and where, from (4.30):

Si = [<H'\b2 + l)1/8Ai + 4sgn(0l>i]/(&i + \m*\) and <^0 = 0. (4.68)
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From equations (4.8), (4.19)-(4.20), (4.22) and (4.49):
a;
%

=

dyi

dxi

*

=

-1/4/1 ,2
a; (b

**&,)

+ lj^'sgnceo

bi

*.--&.• [£.•(&) +

fl

'

fc + KiAr

y = (BrY^1^2 + l)1/8sgn(0i) /* a{ - b{ (<?,•(<&) + j-^r) d$
+ 4t,i_1(Br)1/4 + sgn(0i)^_1|m*_1|(JBr)1/4, (4.69)
where A,- < fa < A,- for i = 1,... n — 1 and At- < fa < oo for i = n.

4.3

Numerical evaluation and comparison with

finite difference solutions

We compare our solution with existing finite difference solutions. The numerical

schemes are; Robertson [108], who reduced the problem to a boundary value proble
for an ordinary differential equation and then solved it by a finite difference

Binh et al. [9], used a finite difference method with arclength as the spatial v
Bouchiba [17], reduced the problem to a boundary value problem for an ordinary

differential equation then solved it by a finite difference method after transfo

to curvilinear coordinates; and Zhang k Schneibel [153], used method of lines wit
a stiff ordinary differential equation solver.
The depth of the groove, denoted d, and defined as the distance in the y direc-

tion from the root of the groove to the maximum surface elevation, and the width

of the groove, denoted w, and defined as twice the distance in the x direction b
tween the root of the groove and the maximum surface elevation are used for our

comparison. Graphs of these parameters, chosen previously by Mullins [89] becaus

they characterize the groove profile, are given in detail by each of the above a
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except Bouchiba [17]. In order to compare Bouchiba's solution, we transpose thes
parameter values from given surface profiles.
We now need to approximate the structure function / of equation (4.1), by

a spline, fs , consisting of segments of the reciprocal linear function (4.4) and

to determine the number of segments required to achieve a solution of acceptable
accuracy. By symmetry, we need only consider the domain 0 > 0. When the
surface slope is small the structure function /(0) = /(0) = 1. Hence for the
solution to remain valid for small slopes, we also require /s(0) = 1. For our
solution to remain valid for large slopes we require lime^oo /(0)//s(0) = 1 =>
hm©_>00(6i + 0)/ai(l-|-02)1'2 = 1. This implies that we choose ax = 1 for the

infinite-sub domain segment of the spline. In addition to these restrictions, we
choose the spline to be continuous at each node and to minimize the Chebyschev
norm,
sup |/s(0)-/(0)|. (4.70)
A uniquely defined best-fit spline satisfying f — £ < fs < / + £, where e is an
error bound, may then be constructed. Specification of the number of segments

determines the coefficients ai, 6t-, the nodal values m,- and the error e. In Fi

we show the graph of the exact structure function and its approximating spline w

1, 2 and 4 segments and the surface diffusivity and surface tension inferred fro
these splines.
To determine the number of segments required, we consider two other spline

options. Intuitively, if we choose to fit an overlying spline such that fs > /, u
derestimate the diffusivity and surface tension, and progressively decrease the

by increasing the number of segments, then the solution at each value of x(Bt)~1'

should approach, from one side, a limiting value. Conversely, if we choose an un-
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Figure 4.2: (a) Graph of structure function / and its approximating splines with 1,
2 and 4 segments and (b) normalized surface diffusivity and (c) surface tension
inferred from these splines:
spline;

/;

1 segment spline;

2 segment

4 segment spline. For comparison purposes, the circular sections

in (b), (c) represent an isotropic material.
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derlying spline such that fs < f, overestimate the diffusivity and surface tensio
and increase the number of segments, then the same limit should be approached

from the other side. As stated previously, we require both forms of spline to sat
/s(0) = 1, to have ax = 1, to be continuous at each node and to minimize the
Chebyschev norm. However, the overlying spline needs a further restriction. The

reciprocal linear function (4.4) which respects /(0) = 1 will dip below / near 0

hence, for the overlying spline we choose a segment which has a constant value of
1 in the neighbourhood of 0 = 0. The linear solution is then used only in those
subintervals in which the slope is negligibly small.
These options yield diffusivity and surface tension sphnes which respectively
bound the constant diffusivity and surface tension of an isotropic material. For

example, in Figure 4.3 we show that the diffusivity and surface tension derived f
a four segment overlying spline and a four segment underlying spline bound the
diffusivity and surface tension of an isotropic material.

Now, it is reasonable to expect that the depth of the groove will show the great

variation as the spline error decreases and that this will be exacerbated for la

This is the location where the gradient is the greatest and where nonlinear effe

are expected to be the most pronounced. We also evaluate the width of the groove
as the spline error decreases.
Figure 4.4 shows the dimensionless groove depth, d{Bt)~1l4, and the dimensionless groove width, w{Bt)~1/4, for m = 5 (the largest value applied in any of the

numerical schemes) versus the number of segments for each form of spline. Indeed,

the groove depth and groove width appear to approach limiting values as the number of segments increases. Additionally, each limit is approached from above for

solutions calculated using the overlying spline and approached from below for th
underlying spline. Thus, we obtain both upper and lower bounds for the groove
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Figure 4.3: (a) Normalized surface diffusivity and (b) surface tension derived from
a four segment overlying spline and a four segment underlying spline:
from overlying spline.
from underlying spline;
For comparison purposes, the circular sections represent an isotropic material.
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depth and width. We find that at sixteen segments, the dimensionless groove depth
is bounded above by 1.409 and below by 1.407 and the dimensionless groove width
is bounded above by 4.323 and below by 4.320. These values bound the results
calculated using the best-fit spline.
Graphs of the dimensionless groove depth and width versus the central groove

slope for our solution and each of the finite difference solutions are shown in F

ure 4.5. In our calculation, the structure function is approximated by a best-fit
spline of sixteen segments. We note that only Robertson [108], Zhang k Schneibel
[153] and this work give results for central groove slopes > 0.75.
For small central groove slopes each are in agreement in the groove depth. How-

ever, in the groove width there is some relatively minor disagreement, where Binh

et al. [9] and Bouchiba [17] stand alone from the others. For large central groov

slopes (> 3.5), there is no agreement among the remaining solutions in either th
groove depth or width. Unlike our solution, both Robertson and Zhang k Schneibel
show minima in the groove width. However, Robertson attributed the minimum to

inaccuracies during calculation at large values of m (Robertson [108], p.465). Our
solution remains valid for arbitrarily large values of m.

4.4 The limiting case of a vertical groove root

We will describe the solution for the limiting case of a groove which has a root

is vertical (m —*• oo). The boundary condition m —> oo may be incorporated exact

in the solution. Only the first subinterval boundary conditions are affected. Fro
equations (4.52), as m —> oo,

lim Gx{fa) = r-^y, (4-71)
0i-*Ai

6i + |mi|
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and boundary equation (4.66) simplifies to

hm H'Ufa) = 0. (4.72)

We calculate the solution using a best-fit spline consisting of sixteen segments
yields a solution accurate to three significant figures.
The surface profile y{Bt)~ll4 versus x(Bt)~1^4 is shown in Figure 4.6. The
dimensionless groove depth, d{Bt)~1l4, is 1.67. The first surface extremum at
x = 2.15(Bt)1/4 has a height above the surroundings of 0.21 (Bt)1^4 and the gradient at the first inflexion point, x = 3.31(£?t)1/4, is -0.113.

For comparison, the solutions for other values of m up to and including four are
also shown in Figure 4.6.

4.5 Discussion
We have shown that the daunting fourth order nonlinear boundary value problem

for grain boundary grooving by surface diffusion, can be tackled analytically. O
model is capable of incorporating the actual nonlinearity arbitrarily closely.

Accurate solutions for any central groove slope at the boundary x = 0, are readi

achieved. In the limiting case of a vertical groove slope at x = 0, the groove h
dimensionless depth, d(Bt)~1'4, of 1.67.
Although this boundary value problem has been studied for nearly forty years,
ours is the first analytically solvable model which does not rely on the linear
slope) approximation in which nonlinearity is neglected.
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Figure 4.6: Surface profiles for various values of m including the limiting cases
m —• 0 and m —> oo.

Chapter 5
Outlook
In the preceding chapters, we found a useful nonlinear integrable evolution equation

which has yielded new insights in surface redistribution. However, further to sur

- redistribution and central to a wide variety of technologies is the modelling o

temporal evolution of the surface shape of materials subject to various etch or d

position processes: evaporative deposition; sputter etching or deposition; therma
plasma and/or optically driven chemical vapour transport etching and deposition;
ion milling and molecular-beam epitaxy. Gallatin k Zarowin [42] have presented

a unified approach for the time evolution of the surface shape subjected to any of
the etch/deposition processes discussed above. The general differential equation
describing the development of the profile, h(x,y,t), has the form:

dh(x^y,t)

= R,Xiyitihjhxihyjhxximm

^

+ (/g2 + (/g2. (51)

where the function R is the etch/deposition rate of the surface in the direction

normal to the surface at each point. R is determined by the physics of the process

and the other factor is purely geometrical. This equation has the same form as th
of the Mullins equation (3.7) but has general rate factors.

In practice, equation (5.1) is usually nonlinear and only a relatively few analyt

solutions exist. However, as demonstrated, closed form solutions provide valuable
bench tests for numerical schemes and perturbative approximate schemes and are
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important in conveying insight into intriguing nonlinear physical processes. Addi
tionally, the form of the rate factor R is often difficult to derive from first
and instead, by making simple assumptions about the form of R, one may compose
the development of etch and deposition profiles. Then experimental verification

the assumed form of R provides useful information about the mechanism of a given
process (Gallatin k Zarowin [42]).
For further work, by means of computer aided procedures, a detailed investiga-

tion into available one and multidimensional exactly solvable models, for the cl

of equation (5.1) which includes surface diffusion and/or anisotropy effects may
particularly fruitful. We propose three approaches.
Firstly, a search of the literature on integrable nonlinear evolution equations
for forms resembling equation (5.1). A bountiful number of integrable nonlinear
equations may be found in Zakharov [152].

Secondly, we search for integrable forms of equation (5.1) with the rate equatio

for surface diffusion and evaporation-condensation, (3.7), (or the higher dimensio

form in Mullins [95]) and include homogeneous and heterogeneous source terms, by
using classical and nonclassical symmetry techniques. The approach is to follow

the nonclassical algorithm of Bluman k Cole [12], as well as the classical symme
reduction algorithm described in the text by Bluman k Kumei [14]. This may be
enhanced by the computer program of Mansfield [83]. A general substitution of

variables may be made and the resulting consistency relations will determine whi
substitutions lead to a reduction in the number of variables. Ghez [44], Davi k

Gurtin [34] and Gurtin [51] have derived general balance laws for non-stationary
interfaces which may be in a state of non-equilibrium. These results generalize
Muffins' equation (3.7) which assumes near equilibrium conditions. Within this
framework, general forms of the rate equation R may be tried.
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Thirdly, we may construct further Lie-Backlund hierarchies of higher order lin-

earizable evolution equations from known linearizable second order equations (Br

bridge k Rogers [26], Galaktionov et al. [41]) and look for physically meaningfu

forms. Galaktionov et al. [41] gives most of the Lie-Backlund symmetry recursion
operators needed.
In each of these approaches, we compare any integrable governing equations

found to known rate equations. A brief description of various rate equations fol

(i) Bales et al. [6], sputtering with shadowing and relaxation by surface diffus

(ii) Bradley k Harper [18], sputtering with the yield dependent on curvature and
relaxation by surface diffusion;

(iii) van den Brekel [20], chemical vapor deposition with surface relaxation by
evaporation-condensation;

(iv) Das Sarma k Tamborenea [117], molecular-beam epitaxy described by the
Langevin equation (relaxation by surface diffusion and a noise term);

(v) Golubovic k Bruinsma [48], solid on solid model (Kardar, Parisi and Zhang
equation, see (vii)) with surface diffusion;

(vi) Golubovic k Karunasiri [49], a nonlinear Edwards-Wilkinson model with surface diffusion and surface tension;

(vii) Kardar et al. [69], a growing interface modelled by Burgers' equation with
source;

(viii) Karunasiri et al. [70], a further generalization of the equation by Bales
[6], see (i);
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(ix) Lai k Das Sarma [80], molecular-beam epitaxy described by the Langevin
equation and a further nonlinear fourth order term;

(x) Namba k Mori [96], vapor deposition model with a heterogeneous source and
relaxation by surface diffusion;

(xi) Spencer et al. [119], same as Srolovitz [124] (next item) but includes a ter
model a film possessing a different elastic state;

(xii) Srolovitz [124], epitaxially strained film model with surface diffusion and
evaporation-condensation terms;

(xiii) Srolovitz et al. [123], vapor deposition model with nonlinear version of f
atom size and relaxation by surface diffusion;

(xiv) Sun et al. [130], a generalization of the Kardar, Parisi and Zhang equation
to a conserved form; and

(xv) Taylor et al. [141], geometric model of interface growth incorporating aniso
tropy by weighted mean curvature.

Once an integrable model is found, a systematic evaluation and vahdation of
any applicable numerical methods may be carried out. Following validation of a

numerical method, the continuum model may be tested on small scale surface profi
to find at what scale the more computationally expensive atomic particle models

must be invoked (Jiang k Ebner [64], Lai k Das Sarma [80], Srolovitz et al [123],
and Tamborenea et al. [132]). So far, this is not known.

For further work, we may investigate the feasibility of constructing solutions f
grain boundary grooving due to electromigration. The rate equation for surface
transport due to electromigration for relatively thick films has the form, when
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interface is a line (Ohring [102]):
yxx

n

dK

R OC -r—
ds =

I d
(l-ry2xy/2dxl(l-ry2x)V2.

(5.2)

Equation (5.1) with rate equation (5.2) is integrable, being transformable to the
modified Korteweg de Vries equation (Nycander et al. [99]). For the purpose of
solving initial value problems, the inverse scattering method may be used but the
solutions will be more complicated than the familiar discrete n-soliton solutions,
because the continuous spectrum of the underlying linear scattering operator will
be involved.
These topics will increase the number of exact solutions modelling etch and

deposition processes which, in turn, will assist the development of further numerical
schemes and advance the knowledge of surface transport processes.

Appendix A

W e transform the arbitrary order linear equation (1.13) to the nonlinear equation
(1.15), by the rotation transformation (1.14). From (1.14a):
dx

dyx
= ax-

dxx

dx

bx

and

dxx

—

dyx
= — Oi-^—.

or

(A.l)

or

The chain rule then yields the operators

d

ai

dxx

d

_&1^i)^_

—=d—-bxd-^—

and

dxx) dx

dr

dt

(A.2)

dr dx

Operating on (1.14b) by (A.2b) determines dyx/dr:
dy_ __ , dyx dy
dt dr dx}

dyx

axdr
dyx

dr = ^ + h^

W

(A.3)

Similarly for dyx/dxx:

^k

- {«-*£)£ ^d^MA-),
dyx
dxx

axyx - bx
ax + bxyx

(A.4)

The operator (A.2a) then takes the explicit form:

d

ax — bx

dxx
=

axyx - bx d
ax -r bxyx\ dx

by (A.4),

(A.5)

{ax + bxyx) 1-7T-

It remains to calculate d2yx/dx\2.
_idx\

=

{ax-\-bxyx)

—
dx

a xy x - b x
ax + bxyx

96

from (A.4), (A.5)
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_

(fli + bxyx) axyxx - {axyx - bx) bxyxx

(ax + bxyxf
=

(ax + bxyx)~3 yxx

because aj_+ b\ = 1.

(A.6)

Substituting (A.3), (A.5) and (A.6) into the linear equation (1.12) yields:

(ax + bxyx)

yt =

qa{t){ax -\- lhyx)
n

yxx
d

i-X

(ax + bxyx)

dx

(ax-r bxyxy3yxx

. (A.7)

T h e nonlinear equation (1.14) then follows from multiplication of (A.7) by a1-\-b1yx.

Appendix B

W e establish the linear equations (2.26) from the nonlinear equations (2.17), via the
Storm transformation (2.24)-(2.25). From (2.17):
(B.l)

df-^-^dx^
First, we transform the left hand side of (Al):
drg
dt*

drg

dnj

[X*

a{ai{2 (bi-rjiY

/
dr

dxi

Jy*
y
.-sgn(«)

drji

dXi

^{bi-Vi^UyU^n)}

dr\i drg
dr

dxi

vr

^ik-ViMM-s^n)}

drjj drjj
dr

dxi

dm
dxi

drjj

a% dx*

J't-sgn(i)

dt*

— dx"

drji

dXi

-X

-1

^t-sgn(t)

from (Al)

dt*

drg
l

dx*

x

*'-^f-sgiKi).
.Xdyi-sgn(i)

^ibi-viMM-s^n)}

dr

b
dr + ( i ~ Vi) 0*.

a

' ^ d i l ~tti * ~Vi^Ui^*'-«nW't ) "

—dt*

dXi'

(B.2)

where Ri(r) is defined by (2.27). N o w the right hand side of (Al) is:
2/L

_ \2 & *!*
*2

a2(k - ViYa{

(bi-rn)-

d\ -r (k - rji)
-x (dm
dxi

[dxi
98

8 ,

"*"
2

+ a r

dx dx*

»

f t

.-

I h

)-»/'«*

dXi
(B-3)
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Substituting (A2), (A3) into (Al) gives the desired result:
drg d2m . .% _1; ( „, „ 4N,^T-i^y?-ggii(t) drg

fr=M~aiRi{T)a^ + a>

{bi

~"K^ <»<-*>•* »> — * a*- (B-4)

Appendix C

W e derive the explicit form of the phase boundary Si(r). F r o m (2.28) and (2.30):

5i(T)

= I, * -/. °

rl(6i

~")"
Ja;*.

(C.l)

Then:

.(£$
dt*

rSif1'2

f "

9

t

•^-sgn(,)**

,-2
2 Vi
aiaT2(bi - Vi)j£dx*

1/2

+ a T%

- rg(u*(8it*V2,t*))]-*8it*-V2/2

dt*

O ^ ^ ~ ^«(^-s6n(l-)i*1/2,^))]"1^-s6nWi*-1/2/2
-ft*'1'2 d277i
JSi-^Qf1/* dx*2

from (2.19), (2.20), (2.31) and (B.l)
ai

%

drji

dx*x*=Sit*1'2

dx** ' = * . - B g n ( . - ) * *

+ ar 1 ^-^]" 1 ^*" 1 / 72
1/2

.

— at~x6f 1^_Bgll(i)**~1 /2/2

a , - ^ + 2 7 ^ ( 0 - 27i) + aj\bi - T^Hi - af V W < o ] t*~1/2/2
(C.2)

by (2.18) and (2.32).

Integrating (C.2) and noting that 5,- —»• 0 as t* -* 0 then:
Si(r) = 2(At- - A^r1/2,

(C.3)

where A,- = ai7i+sgn(i) + [aiL* + a~l(b{ - 7i)~1]8i/2

(C.4)

and Ai = am -f (2ai6i)"1^i_Sgn(i),

(C.5)

which completes the derivation.
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Appendix D

W e show that the class of theoretical anisotropic materials modelled by the linearized
equation (3.10) are stable with respect to the formation of an undulated

or facets. The stability is readily confirmed using the "tangent sphere" c

Herring [56], which states that the surface with orientation in the neigh

the point (P, 6p) on the 7-plot is stable if, and only if, the 7-plot no

inside the sphere drawn tangent to (P, 9P) and through the origin. For our
only a planar section through the 7-plot, called a 72-plot [95], need be

so Herring's condition simplifies to the construction of a tangent circle
the 72-plot.
We follow the notation given by Gjostein [45]. The equation of a circle,
polar coordinates (R,9), which passes through the origin is:
R = 2(hsm9 + kcos0), (D.l)

where h, k are the x and y coordinates of the centre of the circle. The re
that the circle is tangent to the 72-plot at the point (P, 6p) leads to:
7(0P)

= R(6P) = 2(h sin 9P + k cos 6P)

d'y dR and^-(0 P ) = — (6P) =
da
da
Solving for h, k yields:
h =

1 =

2(hcos9P-ksm9P).

^ (i(9P) sin 6P+ ^(6P) cos 6P),

^7(Mo»^-^W8ind (D.3)
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From equation (3.13), the surface tension and torque at (P,9P) is given by:

7(0P)

=

lo(CxCos0P-rC2smOp-r-sec9p]

(DA)

and -r^(9p) = 70 (— C\ sin 9p + C2 cos 9p + - sec 0P tan 0P ) . (D-5)
dc9
\
2
/

Substituting (D.2)-(D.5) into (D.l) yields the equation of the tangent cir

R{9) = 70 (cx cos 9 + C2 sin 9 + tan 0P sin 0 + - cos 0 - - tan2 9P cos 9j . (

We show that R(9) < j(9). By symmetry we need only consider 9 € (—7r/2,7r/

Comparing equation (3.13) and equation (D.6), it is sufficient to show that
2tan0Psin0cos0+ (l - tan2 9P) cos2 9 < 1. (D.7)

Equation (D.7) implies:
tan0Psin(20) + i (l - tan20P) (cos(20)+ 1)
= tan 9P sin(20) + i (l - tan2 0P) cos(20) + - - - tan2 0P
r 1 211/2 11

=

tan2 9P + - (l - tan2 0 P )

cos(20 - 20P) + - - ^ ^ n 2 0 P

= i (l + tan2 9P) cos(20 - 20P) + - - - tan2 9P
< 1, (D.8)

because cos(20 - 29P) < 1. This completes the proof.

Appendix E
W e detail the transformation of the nonlinear equation (3.22) to the linear canonical
form (3.28). Equation (3.22) may be expressed as:

e«. =

d2j
dx.2'

(E.l)

where:
0 =

(E.2)
dx*'

and:

J

= v*
=

a

a

a30*.

d

6 + 0*. + b + ex*dx*

(b + ex.y

d
u*a(rj + a/b) - a(n + a/b)— [(r) + a/%,.]

dx

by (3.25)

(E.3)

From (3.26):

d
dx*

(rj + a/by1-^,

(E.4)

so equation (E.3) transforms to
J = v*a(n + a/b) - ar)xx.

(E.5)

Hence:
dJ_
= -a(n -i- a/b)
dx*

x

(rjxxx - u*rjx),

(E.6)

and finally:
d2J = -a(r) -r a/b)~2 n
1
(r)x)
xxxx - (TJ + a/b) rlxr]xxx - r/xx + V*(T] + a/b)
2
dx*
(E.l)
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Next, w e transform the left hand side of (E.l). B y equation (3.25):

0*» = -a(r) + a/b)

nt

(E.8)

and:
rx* QQ

Vf

nr + o_1»/x J

-Q^dx,

from (3.25)-(3.26),

yx* Q2J
7r + a_1i7x Jf0 -g^dx^
IT ~a

1

T)X

by (E.l),

'dJY
dx*\n

r)r-(r} + a/b)

T/X (T? XXX

- u*nx),

by (E.6),

(E.9)

where w e note that, from the initial condition, the velocity at the origin vanishes:

dJ
d,
x' x*=0

dy*
dt* x*-0

0.

(E.10)

Substituting (E.7), and the resultant of (E.9), (E.8), into (E.l) yields the linear
canonical form (3.28).

Appendix F

W e prove that the series (3.22) is absolutely convergent for <f> <E 3£ and r* € 3£ — {0}.

The nth term, Un say, of the sequence of the terms in the partial sum may b
expressed as:

(F.l)

where i/T = u*(am)2/(b-\-m)2. Before we proceed, we need some preliminary r
Lemma 1 For n > 1 and 0 < i < n, (2i + l)!(n - *)! > T(2n/3).

PROOF: If i < n/3 then (2i + l)!(n - t)! > T(n - i + 1) > T(2n/3), if i > n
(2i + l)!(n - »)! > T(2i + 2) > T(2n/3). I
Also, we need the asymptotic formula for large \z\ [1]:
T(az -r b) ~ V2^e-az(az)az+b-1/2, (| arg *| < TT, a > 0). (F.2)

We find a Vn such that |17n| < Vn and then prove absolute convergence of th
series whose terms consist of Vn:

Vn\ = —^r /,Tr(n/2 + l/4)gr *l ^ (2i + 2)!(n-i)! '

<

=

7rr*V4r

l(n/2 + l/4J2.r

^

(2i+ 2)!(n-i)!'

_4_rW2,t>(n/2 + 1/4) ^r-vf" /0.(1 + f)a'' ,,,
TTT*1/4

w

' .^

0 W2 tnr(n/2 + 1/4) A^i , T
fr m

< ^^" ^ r(2n/3) g * ' ° ^^ *'
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=

where $ =

Vn

(F.3)

T*-1Z/T

(1 + 0) • We prove convergence of the series whose terms

consist of Vn by d'Alembert's ratio test and consider three cases:
1. $ = 1:
lim Y^± = lim ^^ r(2n/3+2/3)ln + ^

< r^vt1 lim (l/2)1/V/4(2/3)-1/2n-V2(n + 2)
S
n ^ i/2)-i/4n-i/4(2/3)i/6ni/6(n+ i) '

t«»iHJ?.Jj,

= Trt/2i/t1(l/2)1/3(2/3)"2/3 hm n-i/e^ + ^l
= 0<1. (F.4)

2. $> 1:
T,

Vn+X
n-

l^T*

_*n/2+l/2,.fn+1 r(n/2+3/4) i-gn+l
KT* /*
T(2n/3+2/3) 1-$
0

_
7

1

y

T

*" T(2n/3) 1-$

< $r*V2^t1(1/2)i/2(2/3)-2/3Jim n-1/6^^, from (F.2),
= 0<1. (F.5)

3. $ < 1:
T.

,.
n™

Vn+1
T/
n

_
~

<* *n/2+l/2;.fn + 1 r(n/2+3/4) i-gn+l
V
i. l^liT
r(2n/3+2/3) 1-$
1
n ™
0
/2 |T(n/2+l/4)l-$"
^i77r
"' T(2n/3) 1-$

< r*1/2^\l/2)V2(2/3)-2/3^n-1/6l~_^1, from (F.2),
= 0<1. (F.6)

Hence, the series whose terms consist of Vn, is absolutely convergent for
r*

£ S£ _ |o}, which imphes the series (3.22) is absolutely convergent for

r*€ft-{0}.

Appendix G

When surface diffusion only is operative, we show that, as time approaches infinity,

the dimensionless rise approaches 2.209, whereas, if evaporation-condensa
present, the dimensionless rise approaches 2. We first consider the case
diffusion only, A = 0:
2r*l/4

^ _

s

_ ^

limy* =

lim —

/

s 2e s" sin(-^7-)sin(^T775) ds,

2 f°° _ 4 r*1/4 s
= - / 5 _1 e _s lim
•K JO

r*->-oo

from (3.33),

sin(—-T-) sin($s) ds,
5

r* 1 ' 4

= - f s-1e- sin($a) da, (G.l)

where $ = <j>T*~xl4 is finite. The function (G.l) has the form of the self
solution for the development of the ramp modelled by the linear equation

when m —• oo (Mullins [95]). The graph exhibits a global maximum of 1.1044
yield a dimensionless rise of 2.209.
Now consider when evaporation-condensation is present:

$2. y' = rfeg„ ^ f .-^-,T"'V -(^71) sin(^S) d,, from (3.33),

= lim £ f U-2e-—'"'-^•i«^ sm(^) ™(«-«) d»,
T*—>oo 7f JO

=

<P

T

'

1 r^e-^^si^r^dw,
7T 70

= erf(vf-1/2$*/2) < 1, from [8], (G.2)

where <fr* = ^r*-1/2 is finite. Hence, when evaporation-condensation is pres
dimensionless rise approaches 2.
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We comment, that like the surface diffusion only case, the function (G.2) has the

form of the self similar solution for the development of the ramp modelled by the
linear equation (3.10) when evaporation-condensation only is operative and m —•»

(Mullins [95]).

Appendix H

This appendix details the transformation of the nonlinear equations (4.7) to the
linear equations (4.23). We will consider subinterval i and, where unambiguous,
omit the subscripts.
Equations (4.7) may be expressed as:
d2P
8, = - _ ,

(H.l)

by (4.22)

where:
J* = B

TT]e\

=

x

a

03

b+\e\.

B(n + M)dx\-sgn(e)VPTl(r)

+ M)Vx\,

by (4.19)

(H.2)

and M = a(6+ Im?!)-1. From (4.19)-(4.20):
|~ = a1/4(62+

1 ) - 1 / s ( 7 ? + M ) - 1 |_

(H.3)

so equation (H.2) transforms to:
Jt = -sgn(0)a1/2(62 + iy/4BVxx.

(H.4)

Hence:
dJ^_
= -sgn(0)a3/4(62 + l)1/8B(r) + M)"" 1
dx

W

(H.5)

and finally:
d 2 jt
= -Sgn(e)aB(n + M ) " 2
5a;2

[T/ XXXX
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- (17 + M ) ^ x x x l •

(H-6)
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Next, we transform the left hand side of (H.l). By equation (4.19):
St = -sgn(e)a(rj + M ) - \ .

(H.7)

N o w with x,_! < x < x,-:
%

=

nT + rjxa^4(b2 + l ) "

1

/

8

^ ) / ^ *®<fe - (6 + |e(^_ a ,t)|)%l},

where x,_i = ^(Bt)1/4,
VT

- a~*l4(b2 + l)-1/877x(sgn(0)" f 2^-cfe + ( 6 + 1 ^ 1 ) ^ 1

by (H.l) and (4.9), (4.10),
=

77T - a"3/4(62 + iy^Vx

dx^x

sgn(0)
x,_l

=

+ (*+K-ll) dt

T/T + 5(7/ + M)-17?X77XXX + (sgn(0)i?(r) - (6+ K-il)^-i(£*) 1 / 4 ])

x a"3/4(62 + l)-1/877x by (H.5), (H.8)
where R(T) is defined by (4.24). Substituting (H.6), and the resultant of (H.8),
(H.7), into (H.l) yields the linear form:
77T = -a"3/4(62 + l)"1'8 (sgn(0)it:(r) - (*+ K^l)^^**)1'4]) Vx ~ Bn

xxxx(E.9)

Appendix I

W e establish the explicit form of the subinterval boundaries Si(r). A s in Appendix H, we will consider subinterval i and where unambiguous, omit the subscripts.
From (4.25):
S(t)=a-3/4(b2 + iy1/8 lim lim / (6+|0|)da

IX.

(1.1)

*—S.ti 6*->8- J8(Bty/*

Then:
rS'iBty/* QQ

ff = a-VW
y
dt
+

+ l)-1'8* hm lim sgn(0) /
/*
' [s^sf^s^s- 6 v JJs(Bty

4-1^1/4^-3/4 k

a -3/4 (7j 2 +

^-1/8

( 6 +

H m

•dx

dt

|0(^(5t)l/4;<)|) _ ^_1(6+|0(^_1(JBt)1/4,lt)|)

l i m

( 0 )

/

<9x2

/*
+ 4-1^1/4^-3/4 fe(6+ K | ) -*,--i(6+ K ^ D l

=

-oTzl4(b2 + l)-1/8sgn(0)

ajt

a•xar(Bt)- /*-•«,1

rfx

, by (H.l) and (4.10),
dJ*
dx

x{Bt)-1li-*Sf_1_

+ 4-1a"3/4(62 + l)-V8£i/4r3/4 fe(ft+ | m ?|) - ^ ( 6 + K . J )
=

a"3/4(62 + l)-1/8sgn(0) [ ^ V 3 ' 4 -

B^Vi-it^4]

+ 4"1a-3/4(62 + l y ^ B 1 ' 4 ^ ' 4 [8{(b + K | ) - ^ ( f t + Im^l)] ,
from (4.26) and boundary condition (4.15).
Integrating (1.2) and noting S —> 0 as t -* 0 then:
5 = a"3/4(62 + l)"1/8 [4sgn(e)vt-+ *i(6 + KI) - 4sgn(0)t;i_1
111

(1.2)

Appendix I

+ 8i_x(b+\mU\)}(Bt)1/4,
= (A-\)(Bty/4, (1.3)
where A = a"3/4(62 + l)"1/8^^)^ + £-i(&; + \mU\)] (1-4)
and A = a^/^ + l^^sgnCeK + ^ + KI)]. (L5)
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Appendix J

In this appendix we derive the relations (4.63)-(4.64) among the coefficients an,bn

and cn. As in §3.6, we employ Laplace transforms. For convenience, we drop t
subscripts.

Let Y = 77 and let Y(z,p) be the Laplace transform of Y(z,r). Equation (4.41
transforms to:
<94y
PY

+ B —

= 0.

(3.1)

The solution which satisfies the flatness conditions at infinity is:
Y = [P(p) cos(2-1/2 B-1/4p1/4z) + Q(p) sm(2~1/2 B'^p^z)]
x exp(-2-1/2JB-1/V/4^), (J-2)
where P(p) and Q(p) are parameters. At z = 0:
Y = G(0)
= f°H($)d$ (as m*n_x = 0 and m*n = 0)
= -a f F0d$ -if Fxd$ -c f F2d§, (J.3)
Jo
Jo
^

=

H(Q)(BT)-"4

= a(BT)-1'4, (J.4)
g = H'(0)(Br)^2
= b(Bry1'2, (J.5)
g = ^(0)(5r)"3/4
113
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2C(BT)~^4.

=

(J.6)

The Laplace transforms of (J.3)-(J.6) imply that at z = 0:
Y

-a f F0d<!> -b f Fxd® - c f Fd§
2
P ,
Jo
Jo
Jo

(J.7)

dY
dz

= aB^T^p^4,

(J.8)

d2Y
dz2

= bB-^x^p-1/2,

(J.9)

d3Y
dz3

= 2cB-^4r(-)P-1/4.

(J.10)

Therefore, by (J.2), (J.8)-(J.9):
Q
P

=

=

-TT-^bp-1,
^-1/25 _

2i/2r

(J.ll)
^

_

P

-1

(J.12)

Hence, from (J.7):
a £

FQd$ - 21'2? ( ? ) + b £ Fxd§ - TT1/2 + c£

F2d$ = 0,

(J.13)

and from (J.10):
r ( | ) a + (2^) 1 / 2 6+2r(i)c = 0.

(J.14)

Equations (J.13)-(J.14) are hnear in a,b,c and may be rearranged to yield:
g =

* [2r (j) JQA i^<& - r (f) j? F2d* - 2§ r (\) r (f);
(J.15)
v^7„ A ^ ^ - 2r (j) ;0A i^a> + 2 ^ r (j)
c

=

5 [r (|) J0A Fid$ - v^/o" F 0 ^ + y?r (f)]
v^r/0A i ^ ^ - 2r (j) ;0A *i«f* + 2v^Fr (j)'

(j.ie)
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